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 ABSTRACT  
In today's global economy, most companies are, interested, if not forced, to expand their business 
internationally. In addition, the international marketplace has been more open to small and 
medium enterprises (SME), and not only to multi-national enterprises (MNE), which was the 
situation before. We find it interesting to investigate SME software firms, and their activity on 
the international marketplace. This since the software industry, still is quite young, and has seen 
tremendous growth the last 30-some years. Therefore, the over all purpose of this thesis is to gain 
a deeper understanding in how SME software firms expand on the international marketplace. The 
extent of our thesis is to find out what mode of entry SME software firms prefer when entering 
new international markets, and factors leading to the decision of one entry mode and/or the other. 
We have conducted a qualitative case study by analysing data collected from interviews with two 
software firms.                                
 
Our findings of this study indicate that SME software firms have partnership as their default 
mode of entry and that the benefit, return on investment, from partnerships are greater than from 
wholly owned subsidiaries (WOS). Furthermore, our findings of this study indicate that it is 
crucial for a company's success on the international marketplace, to have a clear expansion 
strategy, and also be able to execute on it. In addition, it is of utter importance to recruit the best 
possible partner in order to have a successful international expansion.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SAMMANFATTNING  
I dagens globala ekonomi, är de flesta företagen intresserade, om inte tvingade, att expandera sin 
verksamhet internationellt. Vidare har den internationella marknaden öppnats mer för små-
medelstora företag och inte bara för mulinationella företag som det tidigare har varit. Vi finner 
det intressant att undersöka små-medelstoraföretag inom mjukvaru-branschen, och deras 
aktiviteter på den internationella marknaden. Detta på grund av att mjukvaru-branschen 
fortfarande är ung, och har sett en extrem tillväxt under de senaste 30 åren. Därför är det 
övergripande syftet med denna uppsats att få en djupare förståelse för hur små-medelstora företag 
expanderar till den internationella marknaden. Utsträckningen av vår uppsats är att förstå vilken 
expansionsmetod, små-medelstora företag inom mjukvaru-branschen, föredrar när de träder in på 
en ny internationell marknad, och faktorer som leder till beslut om vilken expansionsmetod 
företaget väljer. Vi har utfört en kvalitativ fallstudie genom att analysera data från intervjuer som 
har utförts med två olika mjukvaruföretag.  
 
Resultatet av vår studie indikerar att små-medelstora företag använder sig av partnerskap som sin 
standard metod för att expandera internationellt och att fördelarna, kapitalavkastningen, med 
partnerskap är högre än från etablerade dotterbolag. Våra resultat från denna studie, visar även på 
att det är av yttersta vikt att företagen har en klar expansionsstrategi som företagen kan 
verkställan, för att kunna bli framgångsrika på den internationella marknaden. Det är även av 
yttersta vikt att företagen rekryterar bästa möjliga partner för att nå en framgångsrik internationell 
expansion.    
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1 Introduction and problem background  
   
This chapter will give a brief introduction and discussion on how SMEs in the software 
business industry should proceed when expanding into the international marketplace. 
Moreover, background and discussion will be presented followed by the purpose of the thesis 
where the research question will be outlined.  
   

1.1 Background  
The first age of globalization began during the mid 1800s. The drivers of the first age of 
globalization consisted of steamships, telegraphs, railroads and later the telephone and 
airplane. However, the globalization process was restricted by the First World War, Russian 
Revolution and the great depression. These crisis's created barriers between countries which 
hold back the globalization until 1989, when the Berlin wall fell. By then, Eastern Europe 
embraced freedom, removed their chains from communism and so the global economy was 
born. (Wild, Wild, & Han, 2008.)  
 
Today there are two drivers of globalization; falling barriers to trade and investment, and 
technological innovation. One of the biggest technological innovations that have increased the 
possibility for SME's to conduct in international business, is the development, and usage of 
Internet. These two movements are binding our world together into one big global market. 
(Wild et al., 2008.)  
 
Globalization increases the competition between nations. This results in a simultaneous 
confrontation between companies from all over the world, which make them to either 
compete or cooperate. Local businesses that once were isolated because of the time and 
distances are now a target market for large companies with their own base market faraway. 
Local small and medium size enterprises (SME) are now forced to either cooperate with each 
other or with larger companies that enter their market to be able to stay competitive. 
However, globalization does not only bring threats on to the national marketplace but also 
opportunities for the companies on that market to expand their businesses abroad. (Wild et al., 
2008.)  
 
1.1.1 Definition of SME   

The definition of an SME is not completely clear since there are several different definitions. 
As an example, Knight (2000), states that an SME company has 500 employees or less. 
However, the European Union's official definition of an SME company is a firm with not 
more than 250 employees, not more than 50 million euro turnover, a balance sheet total of 
less than 43 million euro, and not more than 25 percent of the shares can be in the ownership 
of another enterprise (Hauser, 2005.) This definition gives a perspective of what types of 
resources an SME can have, without becoming a multi national enterprise (MNE).  
 
Compared to an MNE, an SME firm tend to interact differently with their environment, 
mainly as a result of their size (Brouthers & Nakos, 2004; Li & Qian, 2007). According to 
Brouthers & Nakos (2004), SMEs differs from MNEs in terms of managerial style, ownership 
and independence. Both the difference in managerial style and independence comes from the 
different ownership, since SME's often are owned by one or a few persons (or families) (ibid). 
Furthermore, the owners are also often involved within the managerial team and looks after 
their short-, and long-term interests, which is mostly to maximize their profit and thus the 
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profit of the enterprise (Hauser, 2005.) This, in addition to the limited resources, will have a 
substantial effect on their international strategic choices, which will vary a lot from MNEs' 
(ibid).  
     
1.1.2 Internal and external factors   

For an SME the way of expanding is restricted to factors such as limited resources. According 
to Li & Qian (2007), SME's suffer from both internal and external issues; internally they have 
a shortage of information, capital, management time and experience. Externally they face 
limitations that are connected to their vulnerability to environmental changes. These 
limitations effects the choice of entry mode when expanding internationally (ibid, 2007). 
There are three modes of entry and these are; (1) exporting, importing and counter-trade; (2) 
contractual entry modes and; (3) investment entry modes (Wild et al., 2008). However this 
thesis will only investigate contractual entry modes and investment entry modes (Partnerships 
and Wholly Owned subsidiaries (WOS).)  
 
 

  
Figure 1 Figure of different entry modes, red arrow/circle show WOS and partnership (as a 
form of licensing).   
 
According to Li & Qian (2007), the external and internal factors combined suggest that SMEs 
should constrain themselves to partnerships or strategic alliances to spread the risk and 
investment cost between the partners (ibid). Li & Qian (2007) has found that the choice of 
partnership or WOS as a way of expanding on to the international market place, depends on 
what kind of firm and industry the company is acting on. Companies in the technological 
industries (high innovative industry with short product life cycles) have a higher investment 
cost and higher risk than those of the traditional industries (low innovative industry with long 
product life cycles). Therefore partnership might be a better alternative for SMEs in the 
technological industry than for those in the traditional industry. (ibid)  
 
Endersen, Gavlen, & Moen, (2004), indentified Internet as a new external factor that is 
influencing companies to a great extent. According to Endersen et al., (2004), the increased 
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usage of Internet, has influenced companies "choice of entry form and the market selections 
of firms entering international markets" (p. 1237.) In addition, the Internet has enabled 
companies to interact on a "border-less and virtual business platforms on which suppliers, 
producers and customers can freely interact without going through the pre-defined channels 
on the value chain" (ibid, p. 1237.)  
   
1.1.3 Emerging SMEs  

Emerging SMEs are more likely to use partnership as a method of expanding. Due to lack of 
financial resources and low managerial competence it is unlikely for the emerging SMEs to 
acquire and manage an entire marketing, promotion and distribution system. Furthermore this 
pose a problem for emerging SMEs and their limitations, therefore partnership can now prove 
to be useful as a tool to overcome eventual problems that might arise. Customers lack of trust 
in the emerging SMEs and risks that concern entering a new market place are just a few of the 
factors that wont pose a threat to emerging SMEs, that choose to enter a market through 
partnership. Established partners will not only be able to assist with resources but also 
increase the emerging SMEs credibility. Established SMEs have other challenges to tackle, 
they have already survived what the emerging SMEs have to endure. These SMEs  have 
developed their own brand and unique competence and control is therefore something these 
companies will strive fore. Without control these SMEs might loose valuable assets to 
competitors, therefore WOS are the best way to achieve and maintain control. (Li & Qian, 
2007) 
 
According to Kirca (2005), some companies have a higher need of control over their foreign 
market operations, and that it is also a crucial factor for the choice of entry-mode. Thus their 
desired level of control, the company might not be able to obtain the desired amount of 
control in foreign market operations. This is often a result of; foreign government restrictions, 
resource scarcity, and contractual commitments (ibid). In addition to this, the amount of 
control firms have in their foreign market operations, might change over time because the 
original mode of entry changes over time (Kirca, 2005.) Emerging SMEs will therefore most 
likely form a partnership while established SMEs are more likely to establish a WOS. 
However, an SME entering a new market may start of with partners but end up as a WOS 
once they are established enough to do so (Li & Qian, 2007.)  
   
1.1.4 International relationships  

When a company expands internationally, (no matter what type of entry mode is used,) the 
company gets involved with international business. Meaning that the company starts to deal 
with sale transactions or negotiations, which reach over both national and cultural boundaries. 
(Simintiras & Thomas, 1997.) Because of different cultures, it is of utter importance to 
understand how to do business on the local market. This to secure a successful expansion, and 
business relationships with partners, customers and/or governmental agencies, within that 
country (ibid).  
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In different parts of the world, companies and persons do business based on different 
perspectives. For instance, personal relationship paves the way for the product (or blocks its 
purchase) in countries like Italy, Japan and Saudi Arabia (Lewis, 2007.) However, in 
countries like German, Great Britain and Sweden, people assumes almost automatically that 
an excellent product sells itself, that the product paves the way for a successful relationship 
and not the personal relationship (ibid).  
 
According to Palmer (1997), western companies are turning to use relationship marketing, as 
opposed to transactional exchange, because that is the norm in many countries. In addition, 
the exchange method might work excellent at home, but it may fail completely in a culture 
with different values (ibid). The importance of a well established personal relationship can 
therefore support a company to get their product sold. Especially, when doing business with 
Arabs, Asians, and Latins, since they "buy from someone they like, and not necessarily from 
those who offer the best product at the best price" (Lewis, 2007, p.143). However, 
Alajoutsijarvi, Mannermaa, & Tikkanen (2000), discuss the importance for small software 
firms to develop a close relationship with its customers, especially their most important 
customer(s). Without the close relationship, they are likely to loose a contract to a competitor 
(ibid).    
   

1.2  Problem discussion   
Partnership or WOS are two ways of expanding into the international marketplace. Using one 
of these two alternatives, does not exlude the usage of the other as well. There are many ways 
of entering a new market and as mentioned above the usage of the different modes of entry 
depends on the company, the industry, geographical scope, distance to client, language, 
etcetera. 
 
Service companies can be classified as a hard-service firm, or a soft-service firm (Griffith, 
Javalgi, & White, 2003). The software industry is categorized in the hard-service sector. 
According to Griffith et al., (2003), hard-service firms are service companies providing a 
service which are not produced and consumed simultaneously in time. In most cases this 
enables less personal involvement, which makes local presence not necessary by the hard-
service firms. On the other hand, it is in most cases a must for soft-service firms, who produce 
and deliver services at the same time, as an example, education is a form of soft-service 
product. (ibid)  
 
Whether a company fits the characteristics of a hard- or soft-service firm, the company has 
different modes of entry that suites the business best (Griffith et al., 2003). For instance, hard-
service firms and goods manufacturing firms use similar paths when choosing modes of entry 
to a new market, while the soft-service firms use noticeably different paths due to their 
restriction of possible choices (ibid).  
   
Companies within the technology industry, such as a software businesses, are by that 
definition characterized as a hard-service firm. Li & Qian's, (2007), theory about 
technological industry and Griffith et al., (2003), theory about hard-service firms, both 
support the hypothesis; SME's in the software industry should use partnership as a way of 
expanding when going on to the international market place. Furthermore, the company does 
not need to be locally present (Griffith et al., 2003).  
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Li & Qian, (2007), has stated that, "frequent innovation in technology industries leads to short 
product life cycles and constant product obsolescence; and frequent innovation in technology 
industries means that economies of scale and scope are not necessarily important competitive 
advantages" (p. 30).  Innovation is the key to success in the technological industry. Through 
partnership companies can achieve a competitive advantage by sharing technological 
resources between each other. Sharing these resources will enable SME's to further develop 
their core competence and by doing so increasing the level of innovation. In addition the 
companies will gain new access to divers ideas that will help them achieve a higher research 
and development (R&D) knowledge. With their core competence enhanced, each of the 
members of the partnership should now focus and "specialize in a particular unit of the value 
chain and leave other units in the chain for their partners" (ibid, p. 30).  
   
Due to lack of resources, SMEs might not have adequate resources to cover the high risk 
related with an ongoing innovation, such as R&D investments. Furthermore, the lack of 
resources will also prevent the SMEs from being entirely independent, having their own 
manufacturing facilities etcetera, requires a lot of resources. Therefore outsourcing these 
assets from their partners is a valid option. In contrast to the technological industry, 
partnership may not work for the traditional industry. Moreover, the product life cycle is 
longer, meassured in time, and innovation and product obsolescence are less common in the 
traditional industry. SMEs in the traditional industry would therefore suffer a major blow if 
competitors would succeed in duplicating one of their products. Partnership with a frequent 
exchange of resources and technology would consequently never work (Li & Qian, 2007).  
 
According to Pinho (2007), the European Unions definition of SMEs, covers 99 percent of 
businesses within EU. In addition to this, Knight (2000), states that SMEs "provide a 
substantial share of current employment and future growth" for many countries across the 
globe (p. 12.) Furthermore, SMEs are believed to account for about 35 percent of export from 
Asia and 26 percent of exports from developed countries, such as United States. The business 
environment SMEs are operating within, is more and more characterized by globalization. 
(ibid) Therefore, it is very important to research expansion methods from a SME perspective.  
   
 1.3  Purpose and research questions    
Based on the discussion above, the overall purpose of this thesis is to gain a deeper 
understanding of how SMEs within the software industry, proceeds when entering the 
international marketplace. The purpose of this thesis will be reached by addressing the 
following research questions.  
   
RQ1: Looking at partnership and WOS, what mode of entry does SME software firms prefer 
when expanding into the international marketplace?  
 
RQ2: In consideration to resource commitment, control and technology risk, what mode of 
entry is preferred by SME software firms?  
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2 Literature review  
   
In this chapter previous findings particularly relevant for this study, will be presented and 
discussed.  
 
2.1 Factors triggering companies to go international  
 
Firms engaging in international trade can be influenced or motivated by both internal and 
external forces (Katsikeas, Leonidou, Palihawadana, & Spyropoulou, 2007). Forces that 
motivate and also sometimes force companies to go international. Internal motives are related 
to the firm, such as a unsold inventory, extra corporate growth, and possession of a unique 
product (ibid). The external factors derive from the business environment the firm is operating 
within or intends to operate in. Such factors can be; unsolicited orders from abroad, 
favourable exchange rates, encouragement by government agencies (ibid).  
 
Another often used categorization of export motivations are proactive and reactive (Katsikeas 
et al., 2007). Firms that have an interest of exploiting a unique competence within the 
organization or market opportunity, such as possession of financial advantage, special 
management interest, an unexploited production capacity, have proactive motives for 
exporting (ibid). While as firms reacting on "internal or external pressure," have reactive 
motivations for exporting (ibid).  
 
According to Katsikeas et al., (2007), firms which are motivated by internal factors, are more 
"rational- and objective-oriented in their export behaviour, compared to those stimulated by 
external factors" (p.737). Additionally, the proactively motivated firms are more "aggressive 
and strategic-oriented" regarding exporting, opposed to the reactively motivated firms that 
rather adapt a "passive and opportunistic approach" when entering a foreign market (ibid, 
p.737). 
 
Katsikeas et al., (2007), listed five different internal-, and eight external-, motives for export, 
which influence a small firms choice of entry mode or export behaviour. The internal motives 
are human resource, financial, production, R&D, and marketing (ibid). The external motives 
are domestic market, foreign market, home-, and foreign government, intermediaries, 
competitors, customers, and miscellaneous (ibid).  
 
A large number of SME software businesses, have developed a unique service product, and 
are highly specialized within a particular area (Li & Qian, 2007). Thus, the software product is 
unique, it can be standardized, making it possible for mass production according to 
Blomstermo, Sallis, & Sharma (2006). Furthermore, a software product is easy to package, 
and therefore also easy to distribute (ibid). This, is one of the most common internal 
motivations for an SME software firm to engage in exporting (ibid). The internal 
characteristics of a company, are, according to Ekeledo & Sivakumar, (2004), the factors that 
are considered to be "among the fundamental drivers of a company's strategic behaviour" (p. 
72).  
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2.2 Why companies should go international  
According to Ekeledo & Sivakumar (2004), there are two major international mode of entry 
strategy theories. These two theories are; the international theory and the eclectic theory. Both 
theories have empirical support and are the two best-known theories of entry mode strategy 
(ibid). However, Madhok (1997), suggests that organizational capabilities provide the richest 
explanation and prediction of entry mode choice in foreign markets. Thus, the resource-based 
theory being the most comprehensive theory, the model has mostly been used conceptual and 
descriptive to describe international market entry mode strategies (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 
2004). However, at this point it lacks empirical studies regarding the resource-based theory 
(ibid). In addition, the Uppsala internationalization theory is often used when discussing 
internationalization of a company, and entry mode choice (Endresen et al., 2004; Forsgren & 
Hagström, 2007). Furthermore, Forsgren & Hagström (2007), state that the Uppsala Model is 
one of the most well known models of internationalization behaviour. These four 
internationalization theories will be discussed, and presented below.  
 
2.2.1 The internationalization theory   
Since the internationalization theory heavily relies on the transaction cost theory, the two 
theories are viewed "as the same theory" according to Ekeledo & Sivakumar (2004, p. 71). 
Market transactions include transaction costs like; "costs associated with negotiation, 
monitoring and enforcing a contract" (ibid, p. 71). When these costs are high, companies are 
more likely to choose a foreign investment entry mode, such as WOS (ibid). However, the 
internationalization theory has contractual mode of entry and exporting, importing and 
counter-trade as the default mode of entry (ibid).  
 
According to Ekeledo & Sivakumar, (2004), the internationalization theory, "assumes perfect 
competition, homogeneous firms and mobility of resources among firms, including perfect 
transferability of know-how between a parent company and its foreign subsidiary" (p.71). In 
such market, there are many potential suppliers, which leads to that the market pressures, 
minimize the need for monitoring and enforcing supplier behavior (Erramilli & Rao, 1993). In 
addition, the threat of replacement dampens the opportunism and forces suppliers to perform 
efficiently (ibid). In the case when a market fails and a presence of restricted number of 
potential suppliers, the supplier's tendency to behave opportunistically is reduced only 
through stringent negotiation, and supervision of contractual relationships. If a company finds 
itself in such a position, the firm can significantly reduce its transactional costs by replacing 
external suppliers with its own employees, whose behaviour can be monitored and controlled 
more effectively (ibid).  
 
In the internationalization theory, market failure is the primary reason for a firm to decide to 
integrate and assume greater control by establishing WOS. Most important factor for market 
failure is the presence of transaction-specific assets, which is "non redeploy able physical and 
human investments that are specialized and unique to a task" (ibid, p.21). Erramilli & Rao, 
(1994), exemplify transaction-specific assets as following; "the production of a certain 
component may require investment in specialized equipment, the distribution of a certain 
product may necessitate unique physical facilities, or the delivery of a certain service may be 
predicated on the existence of an uncommon set of professional know-how and skills" (p.21). 
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When a company is integrating an international business due to high transactional costs, the 
benefits of such integration must be compared and analysed to the cost of integration (ibid). 
By integrating an international business in a company's organization, Erramilli & Rao, (1994), 
discuss that the integration contributes with significantly raised internal organization and/or 
bureaucratic costs. These costs include, "investments in legal, administrative, and operating 
infrastructures" (ibid, p.21). Moreover, that effect companies by diminishing their ability to 
dissolve one type of institutional arrangement, such as a partnership, and move to, for 
instance, establishing WOS, which results in high switching costs (ibid). The high switching 
costs are used to explain that control carries a high price. According to Anderson & Gatignon, 
(1986), companies have to make trade-offs between control (the benefit of integration), and 
cost of resource commitments (the cost of integration), when choosing mode of entry.  
 
The theory has been able to explain entry mode choices in several different areas within 
today's international business environment (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004). Furthermore, the 
theory more specifically predicts companies choice of entry mode to integration (e.g. WOS) 
when asset specificity is high, this because the high cost of having, for instance, partnership in 
a failing market, costs more than the benefit the company receives. The other way around is 
predicted when specificity is low, firms rather use, as an example partnership, because the 
received benefit from control does not motivate the cost of attaining it (Erramilli & Rao, 
1994). However, the theory is not suitable for comparing foreign direct investment (FDI) with 
exporting (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004). This is a result of that the theory focuses on 
conditions leading to market failure, which in return leads to FDI (ibid).   
 
2.2.2 The eclectic theory  
The eclectic theory was developed to overcome some shortcomings of the internationalization 
theory (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004). The theory was originally presented by Dunning in 
1976 to a Nobel Symposium in Stockholm on The International Allocation of Economic 
Activity (Dunning, 1988). The theory is focusing on ownership advantage, local advantage, 
and internalization advantage (Dunning, 1988; Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004).   
 
Dunning (1988), explains ownership advantages as, a company of one nationality competing 
with companies of another nationality by producing in the latter's own country, the company 
"must possess certain advantages specific to the nature and/or nationality of their ownership" 
(p.2). In addition, Dunning (1988), states that the foreign company's competitive or 
monopolistic advantages, "must be sufficient to compensate for the costs of setting up and 
operating a foreign value-adding operation, in addition to those faced by indigenous 
producers or potential producers" (p.2). Ekeledo & Sivakumar, (2004), summarizes 
ownership advantage to be; "competitive or monopolistic advantage that helps a foreign firm 
overcome the disadvantages of competing with local firms" (p. 72).   
 
When it comes to location advantage, Dunning, (1988), states that it basically is a matter of  
where production will take place. Companies engage in foreign production, when they find it 
best economically, or by other perceived benefits from doing so, combine transferable 
intermediate products which is produced in your home country, with immobile factor 
endowments, or other intermediate products in another country (Dunning, 1988). In addition, 
the location advantage, according to Dunning (1988), inflicts where to establish a mine, 
factory or office, to exploit these advantages the company perceives by establishing 
themselves in that particular market. The choice of location is driven by "spatial market 
failure" (ibid, p.4), such as the imposition of trade barriers which make companies engage in 
FDI. This too, for instance, lower the company's transport costs and tariff costs (Dunning, 
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1988). In addition, companies are trying to take advantage of the trading blocs, such as The 
Latin American Free Trade Association, (LAFTA), because of beneficial rules etcetera. In 
addition, the upcoming of trading blocs, has resulted in regional specialization in production 
(ibid). Ekeledo & Sivakumar, (2004), summarizes location advantage to be; "market potential 
and country risks that make conducting business in the foreign market profitable" (p.72). 
 
In the perspective of internalization advantage, it is in the best interest of a company to 
transfer its ownership-specific advantages across national boundaries within its own 
organization (Dunning, 1988). This because it is more beneficial than selling through 
partners, or "their right of use" (ibid, p.3) to a foreign-based company. The 
internationalization suggests that the international market place is not the best environment 
"for transacting intermediate goods or services" (ibid, p.3). The internalization is driven by, or 
arises from, mainly three different market failures; (1) risk and uncertainty in the market 
place; (2) originated from a company's ability to exploit the economies of large-scale 
production, however only in an imperfect market situation; and (3) costs and benefits that 
occur with a transaction, of a good or service, that are external to the transaction, and not 
reflected in the terms agreed upon by the transacting parties (Dunning, 1988). Finally, 
Ekeledo & Sivakumar, (2004), summarize internalization advantage to be; "contractual risks 
that make controlling the foreign affiliate through FDI more beneficial than licensing a local 
firm to offer the product in the foreign market" (p.72).   
 
In its original form, the eclectic theory uses these perceived advantages by companies, to 
determine "the extent, form and pattern of international production" (Dunning, 1988). In 
addition, the theory was established after researching "the proliferation" of MNEs (Fernándes 
& Nieto, 2006, p.341). However, this theory is not only used to explain MNEs 
internationalization characteristics, but also to explain SMEs internationalization process, 
especially when it comes to born-global firms which does not follow the incremental learning 
curve suggested by the resource-based theory and the Uppsala internationalization model 
(ibid). Nowadays the theory is not necessary used to explain the extent, form and pattern of 
international production, but a company's internationalization process (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 
2004). The location advantage described in the theory also suggests that it is about 
establishing everything from a mine, factory to an office in the foreign market place 
(Dunning, 1988).  
 
However, the theory does not manage to provide a unified perspective in explaining and 
predicting the choice of entry mode (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004). This mean, that the theory 
does not explain why firms with similar ownership-, location-, and internalization- advantages 
would not necessarily choose the same form of entry mode when expanding to the same 
foreign market (ibid). Other faults with the eclectic theory are the fact that it does not take 
into consideration the impact of product characteristics, home country factors, and boundary 
variables when it comes to the choice of entry mode (ibid). The theory also neglects a firms 
internal characteristics, which is seen as the biggest influencer, and fundamental for a firms 
strategic behaviour (ibid). The internal characteristics of a firm are crucial for its strategic 
behaviour and performance, even when firms face identical external forces (ibid). 
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2.2.3 The resource-based theory  
The resource-based theory see the company as the carrier of the source of competitive 
advantage, and not the industry (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004). That means the competitive 
advantage is found in a firms resources, or that are available to the firm, such as assets and 
capabilities (ibid). The theory accepts the view that firms are combining input, and seeks 
efficiency in its production and distribution, called industrial-organization-based theories 
(ibid). However, the theory also points out that a firms success in a marketplace, depends on 
two things; in which environment the firm is operating in, but also more important "the firm's 
contribution in shaping that environment" (ibid, p. 72).  
 
According to Connor (1991), the resource-based theory connects a company's performance 
with its "special competencies in deploying and combining its human, physical, and 
reputational capital" (p.122). This comes down to the basic idea, that a company's ability to 
combine its internal competencies with the company's external opportunities, will affect its 
performance (ibid). Furthermore, companies ultimate objective is to achieve "above-normal 
returns" (ibid, p.132). According to Connor (1991), companies have to offer a product that 
have (1) quality, style, attractiveness, etcetera, that sets their products apart from the 
competitors products in the eyes of buyers, or (2) that a firm selling identical products to its 
competitors, must have a low-cost position. A company's ability to deliver a product with one 
of these characteristics, is directly dependent to the distinctiveness of  how they use the input, 
in other words their resources (ibid).   
 
The Resource-based theory, explains differences in entry mode choices, observed across firms 
in an industry, but also why all firms in the industry do not and cannot pursue strategies that 
are likely to offer the highest returns. Instead, firms adapt strategies that their resources can 
support. According to Ekeledo & Sivakumar, (2004), the core notion of strategic management 
is; "the notion that a firm competes well in a setting in which there is a fit between the firms 
resources and external opportunities" (p.73).  
 
The default entry mode for the resource-based theory is sole ownership, it is seen as "the 
preferred entry mode until proven otherwise" (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004, p. 73). Ekeledo & 
Sivakumar, (2004), referred to Stopford & Wells, (1972), who found that "sole ownership is 
an ideal mode of operation" (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004, p. 73). In addition, there is 
empirical evidence that American companies prefer sole ownership, which supports Stopford 
& Wells, (1972), statement. Another study made by Johnson & Ouchi, (1974), show that 
Japanese companies view strategic alliance as the second best alternative after sole ownership 
(Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004). The resource-based theory are therefore in contrast to the 
internationalization theory (ibid).  
 
2.2.4 The Uppsala internationalization model (The Uppsala Model)  
Forsgren & Hagström, (2007), states that the Uppsala internationalization model is "very 
general and therefore applicable to many different firms and different situations" (p.292). The 
model describes a company's internationalization process to follow a four step ladder. As 
shown in figure 2, the company starts (1) with no regular export, (2) starts exporting via 
independent representatives, increase their presence on the market by (3) establishing/opening 
their own sales subsidiary in the country, and finally begins with (4) foreign manufacturing 
(Endresen et al., 2004). In addition, the theory describes/expect companies to enter markets 
with successively greater psychic distances. Meaning that companies begin by entering 
markets which is similar to its own home market, in terms of language, culture, political 
systems, etcetera. This since these factors, when differing to much, can disturb the company's 
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flow of information to the market and its customers. Later companies progress towards 
markets which are different in comparison to the home market, with different language, 
culture, political systems, etcetera. (ibid) 

 
 Figure 2 The "four step ladder" in the Uppsala Internationalization Model.  
 
The basics with the four step ladder, are that the company takes further steps when the 
company has acquired more knowledge of the foreign market (Forsgren & Hagström, 2007). 
This learning process also affect the company's "subsequent investment behaviour" (ibid, 
p.293). The model assumes that when companies lack knowledge of the foreign markets, it 
will impediment the company's internationalization process (ibid). However, the company can 
overcome this impediment, by learning about the foreign market conditions, and the learning 
comes mainly from the company's own operations in the particular foreign market (ibid). This 
has lead to a second assumption connected to the first; "learning by doing" (ibid, p.293). 
 
The model also indicates that when a company is gaining knowledge of the foreign market 
place, the perceived market risk will be lower and the actual investment by the company in 
the market tends to be higher with the gained knowledge (Forsgren & Hagström, 2007). This 
is in accordance with the four step ladder Endresen et al., (2004) use to describe the Uppsala 
internationalization model.  
 
This being said, Endresen et al., (2004), questions how adequate these different 
internationalization process models are, to fit software businesses. Since software businesses 
use Internet-based communication and also international business networks, these models get 
less adequate, but can still give a guidance of which steps a software business goes through or 
how a firm develops during its internationalization process (ibid).  
 
Forsgren & Hagström, (2007), tested the Uppsala internationalization model to find out 
whether it could be used to describe software businesses expansion into the international 
marketplace. They found that the model seemed less "well suited to the context of Internet-
related firms" (ibid, p.302). However, they found that the incremental learning was wanted by 
the companies they examined (ibid). It should be mentioned that these companies were in an 
extraordinary situation, where some of the companies went international because the risk of 
not going international where greater than if they did (ibid).  
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2.3 The aspect of resources, control and technology risk  
   
According to Osland, Taylor, & Zou, (2001), "resource commitment, control and technology 
risk are highly correlated" (p. 155).  
   
2.3.1 Resources  

Resource commitments are the committed resources that cannot be used for anything other 
than its main purpose without inflicting further costs. Resources can be seen as both 
intangible and tangible. For example; competence and managerial skills are typical intangible 
resources while machines and money are tangible resources (Osland et al., 2001). Firm-
specific resources present the individual firm and its resources in form of; "capabilities, 
organizational culture, specialized assets, large size, reputation and business experience" 
(Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004, p.75). These resources are considered to be the firms 
competitive advantages (ibid). Therefore, strategic matters originate from these firm-specific 
resources that open up options as well as constraints them (ibid).  
   
According to Ekeledo & Sivakumar, (2004), "firm-specific capabilities refer to what a firm 
can do with its assets" (p. 76). This comprise the process by which the firm understands and 
uses its tangible assets (ibid). Firm-specific capabilities also extinguish a firms employees 
from those of other firms. Because of this the firm can perform activities in its business 
processes advantageously over its competitors (ibid). Ekeledo & Sivakumar, (2004), have 
stated that variables such as; proprietary, technology, know-how and business experience can 
be used to explain what firm-specific capabilities consists of.  
   
When doing business abroad, one of the most important variables is the manager. The 
manager is the decision maker in the firm and therefore the decision regarding exporting 
(entering a new market(s)) is determined by that person. Furthermore, SMEs often have 
limited resources and experience and as a result of that, SMEs often have problems regarding 
recruiting experienced personal within the exporting area. Moreover, this problem may result 
in that SMEs are more likely to have managers without proper experience within the 
exporting area. (Crick & Chaudry, 1997)   
   
2.3.2 Control   

According to Blomstermo et al., (2006), "service firms may enter foreign markets using a 
variety of entry modes, for example; exports, licensing, joint ventures, or establishing a 
subsidiary abroad" (p. 212). When expanding abroad the selection of entry mode is crucial 
and connects to control. The overall purpose of the firm is achieved through control, and is 
therefore critical in that matter. Control is also the variable that determines, risk, return on 
investment (ROI), "the amount of relational friction between buyers and sellers" (p.212), and 
the ROI from abroad (ibid). To be able to supply customers with instant and high quality 
service, control over the foreign entry mode is a must (ibid).  
   
Osland et al., (2001), have stated that; "control is the ability and willingness of a firm to 
influence decision, systems and methods in foreign markets" (p. 155). There are two 
categories of control; (1) high or full control which represents WOS, (2) low or shared control 
modes which represents contractual (partnership) modes of entry (Blomstermo et al., 2006). 
These two levels of control are directly connected to the amount of resources being used 
(ibid).  
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Generally, high or full control requires the highest amount of resources, and also exposes the 
firm to the greatest risk. Thus, it also grants the highest possible ROI (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 
2004). On the contrary to high or full control, low or shared control requires low or moderate 
amount of resources and low to moderate risk. However, this will also mean that the ROI will 
be low (ibid). High or full control may be considered to be a preferable option regarding 
building up a personal relationship towards a company, perform on-site research, and making 
sure the firm adapt to the foreign buyers and markets (Blomstermo et al., 2006). However, 
with a high business risk and uncertain demand conditions in a foreign market, the low or 
shared level of control are ideal (ibid).   
   
2.3.3 Technology risk  

Technology risk is a third parameter, and can be defined as; "the potential that a firms applied 
knowledge (tangible and/or intangible) will be unintentionally transferred to a local firm" 
(Osland et al., 2001, p.155). These unintentionally transferees of technology can also be seen 
as a bleed-through stage (ibid). When using licensing (partnership) as a mode of entry, the 
risk of partners using or copying technology, is somewhat high (ibid). However firms with a 
high level of R&D, and low product life cycle meassured in time, will not be affected in the 
same sence as firms with a low level of R&D, and high product life cycle meassured in time 
(Li & Qian, 2007). Using WOS as a mode of entry means that the technology risk is 
nonexistent because there is only one firm controlling the operations in a WOS (Osland et al., 
2001).      
   
As displayed in table 1 below, licensing (partnership) leads to; low or shared control, and low 
resource commitment. As a result of the low or shared control, the technology risk is high 
with parnership. WOS leads to; high or full control, high resource commitment, which 
minimize the technology risk (Osland et al., 2001).  
  
Table 1 The correlation between resource commitment, control and technology risk  
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2.4 Frame of reference  
Firms engaging in international trade can be influenced, or motivated, by both internal and 
external forces (Katsikeas et al., 2007). Internal motives are related to the firm; extra 
corporate growth, and possession of a unique product (ibid). The external factors derives from 
the business environment the firm is operating within. Such factors can be; unsolicited orders 
from abroad, favourable exchange rates and encouragement by government agencies (ibid).  
   
There are two motivations for export and these are; proactive and reactive (Katsikeas et al., 
2007). Firms that have an interest of exploiting a unique competence within the organization 
or market opportunity, such as possession of financial advantage, special management 
interest, un utilised production capacity, has proactive motives for exporting (ibid). While as 
firms reacting on "internal or external pressure," have reactive motivations for exporting (ibid).  
   
The internationalization theory relies on the transaction cost theory, therefore the two 
theories are viewed as the same theory. According to Ekeledo & Sivakumar, (2004, p.71). 
Market transactions include transaction costs like; "costs associated with negotiation, 
monitoring and enforcing a contract" (ibid, p.71). When these costs are high, companies are 
more likely to choose a foreign investment entry mode, such as WOS (ibid). The 
internationalization theory, "assumes perfect competition, homogeneous firms and mobility of 
resources among firms, including perfect transferability of know-how between a parent 
company and its foreign subsidiary" (ibid, p.71).  
   
The eclectic theory is focusing on ownership advantage, local advantage, and internalization 
advantage (Dunning, 1988; Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004). The eclectic theory use these 
perceived advantages by companies, to determine the extent, form and pattern of international 
production (ibid). In addition, the eclectic theory is not only used to explain MNEs 
internationalization characteristics, but also to explain SMEs internationalization process, 
especially when it comes to born-global firms which does not follow the incremental learning 
curve suggested by the resource-based theory and the Uppsala model (ibid).  
   
The resource-based theory see the company as the carrier of the source of competitive 
advantage, and not the industry (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004). That means the competitive 
advantages are found in a firms resources, or that are available to the firm, such as assets and 
capabilities (ibid). According to Connor (1991), the resource-based theory connects a 
company's performance with its "special competencies in deploying and combining its human, 
physical, and reputational capital" (p.122). This comes down to the basic idea, that a 
company's ability to combine its internal competencies with the company's external 
opportunities, will affect its performance (ibid).  
   
The Uppsala internationalization model describes a company's internationalization process 
to follow a four step ladder. The company starts (1) with no regular export, (2) starts 
exporting via independent representatives, increase their presence on the market by (3) 
establishing/ opening their own sales subsidiary in the country, and finally begins with (4) 
foreign manufacturing (Endresen et al., 2004). In addition, the theory describes/expect 
companies to enter markets with successively greater psychic distances.  
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Resources can be seen as both intangible and tangible. For example; competence and managerial 
skills are typical intangible resources while machines and money are tangible resources 
(Osland et al., 2001). Firmspecific resources present the individual firm and its resources in 
form of; "capabilities, organizational culture, specialized assets, large size, reputation and 
business experience" (Ekeledo & Sivakumar, 2004, p.75). These resources are considered to be 
the firms competitive advantages (ibid).  
   
Osland et al., (2001), have stated that; "control is the ability and willingness of a firm to 
influence decision, systems and methods in foreign markets" (p.155). According to 
Blomstermo et al., (2006), "service firms may enter foreign markets using a variety of entry 
modes, for example; exports, licensing, joint ventures, or establishing a subsidiary abroad" 
(p.212). When expanding abroad the selection of entry mode is crucial and connects to control. 
The over all purpose of the firm is achieved through control and is therefore critical in that 
matter. Control is also the variable that determines, risk, return on investment (ROI), "the 
amount of relational friction between buyers and sellers" (p.212), and the ROI from abroad 
(ibid).  
   
Technology risk can be defined as; "the potential that a firms applied knowledge (tangible 
and/or intangible) will be unintentionally transferred to a local firm" (Osland et al., 2001, 
p.155). These unintentionally transferees of technology can also be seen as a bleed-through 
stage (ibid). When using licensing (partnership) as a mode of entry the risk of partners using 
or copying technology is somewhat high (ibid). However, firms with a high level of R&D and 
low product life cycle will not be affected in the same sence as firms with a low level of R&D 
and high product life cycle (Li & Qian, 2007).  
   
Based on the discussion above the overall purpose of this thesis is to gain a deeper 
understanding of how SME within the software industry, proceeds when entering the 
international market place. In order to answer the research questions presented in chapter one. 
Previous research on the area was reviewed and five theories suitable to answer the research 
question were selected.  
   
In order to answer research question one (Looking at partnership and WOS, what mode of 
entry does SME software firms prefer when expanding into the international 
marketplace?) the theory of  internal and external factors and the theory of reactive and 
proactive motives for exporting in combination with the the internationalization theory, the 
eclectic theory, the resource-based theory and the Uppsala internationalization model will be 
tested in order to fulfill the purpose of this thesis.  
   
In order to answer research question two (In consideration to resource commitment, control 
and technology risk, what mode of entry is preferred by SME software firms?) the theory of 
resources in combination with control and technology risk, will be tested in order to fulfill the 
purpose of this thesis.     
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3 Methodology  
   
This chapter will present the methodological framework used in order to collect, and examine 
the collected data. More specifically, purpose of research, research approach, research 
strategy will be discussed and answered, followed by, collection method, sample selection, 
and analysis of data. At the end of this chapter, validity and reliability, which distinguish the 
quality of the thesis, will be discussed.  
   
 3.1 Research Purpose  
According to Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, (2007), the way the research questions are 
formulated, or asked, determines the research purpose. The "research questions would result 
in either descriptive, descriptive and explanatory, or explanatory answers" (ibid, p.132). With 
this in mind, Saunders et al., (2007), suggests that the process of determining the research 
purpose have begun. The purpose of a research can be threefold; exploratory, descriptive, and 
explanatory. In the same way of a research question both being descriptive and explanatory, 
the research can have more than one purpose (ibid).  
 
An exploratory research is useful to clarify an understanding of a problem, as if you are 
unsure of the precise nature of the problem (ibid). Furthermore, Saunders et al., (2007), 
suggests that a exploratory research is useful when the reaserch aim to seek new insight, to ask 
questions, and to assess phenomena in a new light. The three main ways of conducting an 
exploratory study, are to do (1) a search of the literature, (2) interviewing experts in the 
subject, and (3) conducting focus group interviews (Saunders et al., 2007). The great advantage 
of this study purpose is that it is flexible, and adaptable to change (ibid). In addition, when 
conducting an exploratory study, the direction of the study must be flexible to change when 
new data appears, and when new insight occurs to the researcher(s) (ibid). This flexibility 
could suggest that the research would be lacking in direction of the enquiry, but it does not. It 
rather means that the focus of the research is very broad in the early stages, and gets 
progressively narrower as the research is in progress.  
 
According to Saunders et al., (2007), a descriptive research "may be an extension of, or a 
forerunner to, a piece of exploratory research or a piece of exploratory research" (p.134). The 
object of a descriptive research is to be able to describe an accurate portray of persons, events, 
or situations (ibid). For that matter, it is necessary to have a clear understanding, or picture, of 
the phenomena in which the data will be collected, prior to the data collection (ibid). There is a 
danger with this method, that the research becomes to descriptive and that the emphasis is on 
describing data, rather than drawing any conclusion from the data described (ibid). According 
to Saunders et al., (2007), the descriptive research has a natural place within management and 
business research.  
 
An explanatory research, tries to "establish causal relationships between variables" (ibid, 
p.143). By studying a situation or a problem, the researcher wants to be able to explain the 
relationships between variables (ibid). An example of an explanatory research is to "collect 
qualitative data to explain the reasons why customers of your company rarely pay their bills 
according to the prescribed payment terms" (ibid, p.134).   
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This research aims to study/explore a situation, (when SME software businesses expands 
internationally), and try to explain the relationship between variables that make companies 
chose partnership or WOS. To be able to explain relationships between variables, a software 
company that has been successful in its expansion and recently grown from an SME to an 
MNE, will be compared with an SME software company that is striving in its 
internationalization process. Because of the research questions in this research, its purpose is 
to explore and describe a situation and how an SME software business behave in such a 
situation.  
 
 3.2 Research Approach  
The usage of qualitative and quantitative research approach, "differentiate both data collection 
techniques and data analysis procedures" (Saunders et al., 2007, p.145). To simpler 
distinguish these two approaches, qualitative focuses on the non-numeric data (words), and 
quantitative focuses on numeric data (numbers). Both qualitative and quantitative data can be 
a product of all research strategies. Qualitative approach is best fit to use when already 
existing theories are incomplete and when the researcher wants to get a deeper understanding 
of a phenomena, problem or a situation. (ibid)  
 
This study aim to get a deeper understanding of how, why, and what, SME software 
businesses use for entry mode when expanding into the international marketplace, and to test 
the data collected with existing theory. To be able to collect data for this study, interviews had 
to be done to get good information direct from the source, and to be able to ask additional 
questions to the respondent in order to get a clear picture of the situation. Therefore a 
qualitative approach was necessary for this study.   
 
3.3 Research Strategy  
In order to reach the purpose of a research, a clear research strategy must be used (Saunders et 
al., 2007). Different research strategies could be considered for a research. According to Yin 
(2009), the strategies, or as Yin (2009), refers to as methods, which could be used are; 
experiment, survey, archival analyses, histories, and case study. Each of these strategies can 
be used for exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory research (ibid). In addition, none of the 
research strategies are "superior or inferior to any other" (Saunders et al., 2007, p.135). 
However, it is important to choose a research strategy that will enable one to answer 
particular research question(s), and meet the objectives of the research (ibid). 
 
According to Saunders et al., (2007), the choice of research strategy will be guided by the 
research question(s), objectives, the extent of existing knowledge, amount of time and other 
resources available. These strategies are not mutually exclusive, meaning that it is possible to 
use the survey strategy as a part in a case study (ibid). In addition, Yin (2009), discusses that 
the boundaries between different strategies, and when each strategy is best to be used, is not 
always clear. Though each strategy has its distinctive characteristics, the strategies overlap 
each other to somewhat a great extent (ibid). However, according to Yin (2009), the goal is to 
"avoid gross misfits" (p.8), which means that you plan to use one strategy for a research but 
another strategy is more useful.       
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According to Yin (2009), what distinguishes the different research strategies, or "methods" 
(p.8), is not the purpose of a study, but three different conditions; (1) "the type of research 
question posed," (2) "the extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral events," 
and (3) "the degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events" (p.8). These 
conditions, and the different strategies are shown in table 3.1.  
 
Table 2 Relevant situations for Different Research Strategies (Methods)  

 
Source: Adapted from Yin, 2009, p.8.  
 
The first column in table 3.1 display the different research questions; "who," "what," "where," 
"how," and "why" questions (Yin, 2009). Since "how" and "why" questions are more 
explanatory, the choice of strategy is more likely to be experiment, history, or case studies 
(ibid). This because the questions asked deals with "operational links needing to be traced over 
time, rather than mere frequencies or incidents" (ibid, p.9). Thus, if you are more interested in, 
for instance, how something changed because of an incident, in depth, the choice would most 
likely fall on a history or case study, and not a survey, or an examination of archival records 
(ibid). 
 
According to Saunders et al., (2007), the case study strategy is of significance if the research's 
purpose is to "gain a rich understanding of the context of the research and the processes being 
enacted" (p.139). In addition, the case study strategy is useful to generate answers to research 
questions that asks why, what, and how (ibid). Although, what and how questions are more 
related to a survey strategy. This results in that case study strategy is often used in 
exploratory, and explanatory research (ibid).  
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Using case study strategy, the data collection techniques are most likely to be a combination 
of two or more, such as interviews, observations, documentary analysis, and questionnaires 
(ibid). In many cases the researcher are forced to use more than one data collection technique, 
which in its turn requires that the different data is triangulated (ibid). Triangulating the data 
from different data collection techniques, enables the researcher to understand that the data is 
actually telling what the researcher believes the data is telling (ibid).  
 
The case study could be done using one single case, or multiple cases (Saunders et al., 2007). 
A single case is mostly used when the case examined is a critical case or an extreme or unique 
case. In addition, a single case study could give the researcher an opportunity to "observe and 
analyse a phenomenon that few have considered before" (ibid, p.140). The usage of a multiple 
case strategy, is to see whether findings from one case also occurs in another case, and by that 
be able to generalise from these findings (ibid).    
 
According to Saunders et al., (2007), adapting a case study strategy could be very good to use 
when exploring existing theory. A well-constructed case study strategy, can enable the 
researcher to "challenge existing theory" and as a result of that also "provide a source of new 
research questions" (ibid, p.140).  
 
We chose to conduct a case study because we wanted to get a deeper understanding of the 
context, of what drives SME software companies to expand into the international 
marketplace, and through what mode(s) of entry. In addition, using a case study approach fell 
naturally since this study is based on existing theories, and also tries to explore the usage of 
those theories in this context. The usage of a multiple case strategy, will help us to see 
whether findings from one case, also occurs in another case, and by that be able to generalise 
from these findings.  
 
 3.4 Data Collection  
Data collection can be done through primary and secondary data (Saunders et al., 2007). 
Primary data is collected specifically for the purpose of the study, while secondary data is 
collected prior, and for another reason. Depending on what research strategy is used, different 
research methods for collecting data is used to better answer the research questions. By using 
more than one data collection method, the validity in data, or findings, can be increased. (ibid) 
 
According to Yin (2009), interviews are the most important source of case study information. 
Rather than being structured queries, an interview should work as a guided conversation, 
meaning that the questions in an interview is more fluid than rigid (ibid). This gives the 
researcher two jobs during an interview; (1) is to "follow our line of inquiry, as reflected by 
your case study protocol," and (2) "to ask your actual (conversational) questions in an 
unbiased manner that also serves the needs of your line of inquiry" (ibid, p.106). 
 
In-depth interviews is used to ask key respondent(s) about facts of a matter, and also their 
opinion in events (Yin, 2009). This also allows you to ask the interviewee to propose his or 
her insight into certain occurrences, and use that as your basis for your inquiry (ibid). As a 
result of such approach, the interview is more likely to take place over several sittings. The 
interviewee might also suggest other persons to interview, and also other sources of evidence 
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(ibid). If that happens, the role of that interviewee is seen as more of an informant and not a 
respondent (ibid). However, Yin (2009), finds that key informants can be critical for the 
success of a case study, since they can provide the case study investigator with insight into a 
matter, and can initiate access to corroboratory, or contrary sources of evidence. In addition, 
Yin (2009), address that it is important to not be to overly dependant on a key informant, this 
since the informant might have an "interpersonal influence" (p.107), over the investigator. To 
come around such a problem, the investigator could try to find other sources of evidence that 
could corroborate any insight the informants have given the researcher(s), and very carefully 
search for contrary information in other places (ibid).  
 
Using a focused interview, the respondent is interviewed during a short period of time, for 
example during an hour (Yin, 2009). The interview may still be open-ended and more like a 
conversation, but the interview is more likely to follow a certain set of questions, the 
interview guide. It is very useful when the researcher wants to corroborate certain facts that 
are already known or already have been established (Yin, 2009). In this situation the questions 
must be carefully worded, to not be leading questions, which fails the purpose of the 
interview since the corroboratory purpose will not have been served (ibid). Using a focused 
interview, the investigator wants to have fresh insight from the respondent, which also 
increases the importance of wording the questions in a proper way.   
 
The interviews should always be considered "verbal reports" (Yin, 2009, p.108). However, 
depending on who is interviewed in the case, and also different interviewees, the data collected 
can differ in terms of that questions have not been answered in the same depth, or correctly 
(Yin, 2009). In addition, Yin (2009), explains that "the interviewees' responses are subject to 
the common problems of bias, poor recall, and poor or innaccurate articulation" (ibid, p.108-
109). Therefore it is, important to corroborate the interview data with information from other 
resources (ibid), as earlier discussed.  
 
We came into contact with two companies, through one person, that were suitable to collect 
data from. The person, later our respondent, opened up our eyes for the potential to conduct 
a research on these two cases. To get satisfying data from the interviews, we approached the 
person we had established a contact with. The respondent have good insight into the two 
companies internationalization process, and decision-making process regarding foreign entry 
modes. Since we were to compare one company that has been more successful with another 
that has not, we found a risk of coming across "the good news syndrome" (Saunders et al., 
2007, p.152). However, we got around that problem, by conducting the interviews with the 
person we already had an established contact with. The respondent had former worked for 
one of the companies and very closely with the other company. Still today, the respondent 
has very close and good working relationship with the two companies, and a very good insight 
into both businesses from outside. The respondent was also able to supply us with official 
data that could help us corroborate the collected data.   
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We formed our interview guide to be an open ended, semi structured interview guide. This was 
done to enable us to acquire in-depth, detailed and privileged information later on during the 
interviews. The choice of focused interviews was made to be able to corroborate data and 
theory. In addition this also gave us the chance to ask clarifying questions during the 
interview. In addition, the respondent was freely to answer questions and develop the 
answers, resulting in a more detailed and in-depth interview. Furthermore, the discussion like 
set-up of the interview enabled all this. The duration of the interviews were between 40 
minutes to 60 minutes, and both interviews were held in English.    
 
 3.5 Case, and Sample Selection  
According to Yin (2009), some cases are selected in advance through special arrangements, and 
access that the researcher might have. Furthermore, the straightforward selection of cases can 
also be a result of that the researcher have decided to study a unique case that derives from the 
researchers inquiry (ibid). On the opposite, the researcher can be faced with several potential 
cases that can be of interest to study (ibid). In that situation, it is very important to be sure, 
throughout the screening procedure, that the case that can give the best possibility to answer 
the research question(s), and to fulfil the purpose of the research, is picked for the research. 
This process should be done before the formal data collection is begun. Yin (2009), express 
that the worst scenario would occur when the formal data collection is started, and "the case 
turns out to not be viable or to represent an instance of something other than what you had 
intended to study" (ibid, p.91).  
 
Our respondent made us aware of the possibility to conduct this study on the two cases 
Qliktech, and Prodacapo, and their expansion into the international marketplace. According to 
Saunders et al., (2007), this is called self-selection sampling. However, before we chose the 
two cases we did a short investigation whether these two companies would be the two best 
cases to study in order to answer our research questions, and to be able to meet our objectives 
with this thesis. According to Saunders et al., (2007), this is called purposive sampling, which 
is often used when a study is conducted with small samples, and also when the researcher 
wants to learn as much as possible about the phenomena examined. In addition, this will also 
help us in order to understand, and perhaps explain more typical cases, by collecting data 
about two extreme cases (ibid).   
 
Following Yin (2009), our selection of cases was straightforward, since we had two unique 
cases which identities were know already from the beginning of our study, through our 
respondent. In addition, we had access, to the respondant in advance, and had established an 
arrangement, to be able to conduct this study, on these two cases. Our two unique cases are 
two companies within the software industry, Qliktech, and Prodacapo. Both companies have 
operations on the international marketplace. However, Qliktech have had a more rapid growth 
than Prodacapo, and have had more of a successful international expansion, in other words, to 
extreme cases. The choice of these cases was done since the companies were not to equal to 
each other, which would give us more diversified datas, in order to help us to answer our 
research questions, and fullfil the purpose of this study.  
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 3.6 Data analysis   
According to Yin (2009), the analysis of case study data is one of the hardest parts with 
conducting a case study. In many studies, the researchers have neglected, or have not had a 
slight plan for how they should analyze the data they have collected. This, according to Yin 
(2009), stalles the researchers when they come to the analytical stage of the study, because 
they do not know what they should do with the collected data.  
 
There are very few fixed methods for analyzing collected case study data (ibid). According to 
Yin (2009), it is instead up to the researchers "own style of rigorous empirical thinking, along 
with the sufficient presentation of evidence and careful consideration of alternative 
interpretations" (p.127). The different tools to interpret, and analyze the collected data, are 
important and also useful. However, the tools are most often helpful in a situation where the 
researcher knows what to look for, meaning that the researcher have an overall analytic 
strategy (ibid).  
 
The most preferred strategy for data analysis according to Yin (2009), is theoretical 
propositions, which leads the researcher(s) to their case study. Case studies were presumably 
based on such propositions, reflecting in a set of research questions, litterature review, and 
new hypotheses or propositions. In addition, the data collection plan and analytical strategy 
is shaped by those propositions. The proposition helps to focus attention on certain data and 
to ignore other data.  In addition, the proposition helps researchers to "organize the entire case 
study and to define alternative explanations to be examined" (ibid, p.130-131). The theoretical 
proposition stems from "how" and "why" questions, and can therefore be useful to guide the 
case study analysis. (ibid)  
 
Unlike statistical analyses, the output of displayed qualitative data in graphs, tables and 
figures, can not be used themselves as the end of the analysis (Yin, 2009). This have to be 
studied as well, to see if any meaningful patterns can be found in the data. The patterns in the 
data, "the frequency of codes and code combinations" (ibid, p.128), are going to be 
conceptually more primitive than the "how" and "why" research questions that lead to the 
particular case study.  (ibid)  
 
When analysing the collected case data, Yin (2009), suggests that the researcher(s) code the 
data into more comprehensible codes. This to easier be able to find patterns that emerges from 
the coded data. However, the initial code, or subsequent codes must be clarified, and the 
reasons for choosing them must also be clarified. It is also of utter importance that the coding 
is connected to the original research design. What has to be stressed is in what ways the codes 
accurately can reflect the meaning of the words and phrases, and also why the codes can do 
so. (ibid)  
 
Using multiple cases in the case study, and by conducting a cross-case analysis, the analysis 
in itself are more likely to be easier and the findings more robust, than relying on only one case 
study (Yin, 2009). In addition, a cross-case analysis can be conducted even if the two 
individual case studies was conducted as separate case studies previously, or as a predesigned 
part within the same study (ibid). The technique treats the individual cases as a separate 
study (ibid).  
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For this study we found it interesting to not only study each case separately, but also 
compare the two cases with each other. This resulted in the usage of both a within-case, and 
cross-case analysis. The main reason for using within-case analysis, is to examine each case in-
depth, and understand how each case match, or not match, the theories presented in the frame 
of reference. In addition to the in-depth study of each case, we wanted to compare the two 
cases in a cross-case analysis, in order to see differences, and similarities in the two cases. 
Furthermore, this study is based on a theoretical proposition.  
 
 3.7 Validity and Reliability   
According to Yin (2009), there are four tests that should be used to establish the quality of a 
case study. Yin (2009), stress that it is important to use all these test, and tactics for 
conducting these tests, during the whole realization of the case study. This makes the design 
work for a case study to extent over the initial design plans (ibid). The four tests are; to 
construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability (ibid) and will be more 
thoroughly presented in this section.  
 
 3.7.1 Construct validity   
Constructing validity is the most challenging test in a case study (ibid). Critics to case studies 
often lift up that the researcher in some cases, are unable to develop a sufficiently operational 
set of measures, and foremost that subjective judgement is used to collect data. The collected 
data can be affected by the researcher's impressions and not reflect the actual data, which is 
very difficult for a reader to understand, for instance a change, if not the reader has been 
provided with a prior specification of the significant, that constitutes with change (ibid). In 
other words, have there been a change or is it the researchers impression that it has been a 
change. 
 
In order to meet the test of construct validity, the researcher must, according to Yin (2009), be 
sure to cover two steps; (1) define the situation, for instance a change, in terms of specific 
concepts, which should be related to the original objectives of the study, and (2), identify 
operational measures that match the concepts. The later is preferably done by citing published 
studies that have found the same results or matches (ibid).  
 
In order to minimize the risk of validity problems, there are three tactics to be used to 
construct validity, the first is to use multiple sources of evidence, second is to establish a 
chain of evidence, and finally the third tactic is to have the draft case study report reviewed 
by the key informant or the respondent. (ibid)  
 
The data was collected for this study through both interviews, and official documentation that 
was provided to us prior to, and during the interviews. The interviews were recorded in order 
to make it easy for us to go back and listen to what the respondent said, and minimize the risk 
of misinterpretations. In order to further minimize the risk of any misinterpretations of the 
respondents answers, and that any factual errors were written in this thesis, we had the 
respondent reviewing and proofreading the data presentation chapter.  
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For this study, two cases was analysed through two separate interviews, however, with the 
same respondent. Interviewing the same respondent for the two different cases, was made 
since the respondent has a very long experience from partnership building and establishment 
of WOS. The respondent worked at Qliktech with the responsibility over the Asia-Pacific 
area. In the case of Prodacapo, the respondent has been working closely with them for several 
years.  
 
 3.7.2 Internal validity  
The internal validity is especially crucial for explanatory case studies, when a researcher tries 
to "explain how and why event x lead to event y" (Yin, 2009, p.42). The concern is that the 
researcher makes an incorrect conclusion about a causal relationship. In addition, internal 
validity in a case study comes down to how much the researcher infer. The nature of case 
studies makes it impossible to observe every event. This leads to that the researcher has to 
infer with that a particular event is a result of some earlier occurrences, based on interviews or 
documentary evidence collected as part of the case study (ibid).  
 
 3.7.3 External validity  
External validity address the problem whether the findings in the case study are generalizable 
beyond the immediate case study (Yin, 2009). This have been a major barrier, and drawback 
with case studies. In addition, critics of case study states that a single case study offer poor 
basis for generalizing. In order to increase a case studys' external validity, the theory and 
findings from a case study should be tested in a similar environment and situation, in other 
words replicate the first case study but with other participants, or by using a multiple-case 
design. (ibid)   
 
 3.7.4 Reliability  
The goal, and main purpose of reliability is to minimize the bias and errors made in a study 
(Yin, 2009). This also inflict that if a researcher would do the same case study again, (not a 
replication, but the same case study), following the first researchers procedures etcetera, 
would come to the same findings and conclusions (ibid). In order to allow other researchers to 
conduct the same study again, it is important that the procedures during a research is well 
documented and presented within it. Failing in providing that documentation, would make it 
more or less impossible for a researcher to repeat its own study again. Case study protocol, 
and the development of a case study database is two factors that can increase the reliability in 
a research.  
 
According to Yin (2009), one way of overcoming the problem with reliability is to try to make 
as many steps as possible operational and to conduct the research "as if someone were always 
looking over your shoulder" (ibid, p.45).  
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In order to minimize eventual problems with bias from translating the interview guide into 
Swedish, and conducting the interviews in Swedish, we decided to conduct the interviews in 
English. This was also made possible since the respondent is fluent in English, and is using 
English daily in his work. To further minimize the risk of bias during the interviews, the 
respondent is working at a partner in Australia, that represents both cases studied, Qliktech 
and Prodacapo. This gives the respondent the same position towards both companies. Due to 
this, the respondent has not been one-sided during the interviews.   
 
The procedures that we have used in this study, in order to come to the conclusions we have 
presented in chapter six, are as thoroughly described as possible, under this methodology 
chapter. In addition to this, the interview guide is attached as an appendix, in order for other 
researchers to duplicate or conduct a "remake" of this study.   
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 4. Data presentation  
This chapter present the data gathered for this study. The data was collected from two SME 
software companies, one company founded in Sweden but have moved the headquarters to 
USA, and the other also founded in Sweden and still has its headquarters in Sweden. Primary 
data was collected through personal interviews and secondary data was collected through the 
companies official websites and other official material we were provided with during the 
personal interviews. When nothing else is stated, the data presented comes from the 
respondents. Each interview focused on what entry mode the SME software company had 
used when expanding their business internationally, the factors that drove the company to go 
international, the factors making them choose one and/or the other entry mode, and, in 
finally, their success on the international marketplace. This chapter focuses on presenting one 
case-study at a time. The choice of interviewing Qliktech was to get a good insight into how a 
SME software firm have been able to grow to become a MNE.  
 

4.1 Case 1: Qliktech  
The empirical data was collected from Qliktech's website and other official material collected 
during an interview with the former regional manager over the Asia-Pacific at Qliktech, Per 
Hintze. The interview was conducted in Sydney, Australia, 15 May, 2010.  
   
Qliktech is a Swedish Software company focusing on providing its customers with a software 
that is developed for marketing in the area of business intelligence (BI). BI is a method for 
collecting data from various data resources and consolidating that into key performance 
indicator dash boards. Qliktech was founded in 1993 in Lund, Sweden and started of as an 
SME. Today Qliktech has around 13 000 customers with 570 000 users in 95 different 
countries over the world (Qliktech.se). With a turnover of 157 million USD and 600 
employees Qliktech has now grown to an MNE.  
   
Qliktech did not really have a defined expansion strategy from the start, instead the focus was 
more towards organic growth. In a number of cases potential partners around the world were 
the ones establishing a contact with Qliktech, asking for permission to represent Qliktech. 
Therefore it was more of a demand pull rather than having a very clear expansion strategy. 
After 2004 Qliktech changed its expansion strategy which essentially resulted in a huge 
investment of 12 million USD by Jerusalem venture partners (JVP) and Accel. The new 
strategy involved an exit plan by listing Qliktech on NASDAQ stock-exchange. The initial 
public offering (IPO) of that process, has taken its first phase and will be finished during 
2010. However before a successful listing on NASDAQ stock-exchange could take place, 
Qliktech had to establish themselves on the US market which is the biggest software market 
in the world. The new owners JVP and Accel knew this and moved the headquarters from 
Sweden to the US.  
   
Qliktech has not experienced any high transaction costs in their internationalization process. 
This because Qliktech's business is towards its partners and not to the end users. The partners 
are the selling, implementing and supporting organ towards the end users. The only 
connection between Qliktech and the end user is the end-user-license-agreement (EULA) 
which needs to be signed. Thus, the cost for enforcing such a contract is very low, since it is 
done by clicking "I agree," when installing the program.  
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Qliktech established WOS as a part of their proactive expansion strategy. The main purpose 
of these WOSs is to evaluate, recruit and support the best possible partners, in order to limit 
the effects of a potential market failure. Therefore, Qliktech would most likely search for new 
partners in the case of a market failure.  
   
Wherever Qliktech expanded the competition has always been great. It is a combination of 
many factors such as the Internet, which works as a distribution channel for many of the 
software companies, including Qliktech, the progressive software development and the 
increasing substitutes which are a mixture of both freeware and newly developed software 
programs. Furthermore, to gain a dominant market-share is very difficult, and restricted, as a 
result of the rapid development in the software industry.  
   
In the case of Qliktech as a software company, they do not have any economies of scale, 
which means that there are no transaction-costs. In addition, the software is downloadable, 
which reduces the distribution cost to zero.    
   
In the case of Qliktech, partnership have been the standard mode of entry if the contractual 
risk is high in a market. In countries such as China, Thailand and Indonesia which are 
considered to be immature markets, the risk have been too high to establish WOS. However, 
Qliktech have established a WOS in Hong Kong, but this part of China is considered to have a 
low contractual risk. In other parts of China, business is conducted through partners. The 
Respondent, Per Hintze, former regional manager of Asia-Pacific at Qliktech, 2006 - 2010, 
stated that; "business is always local, and therefore it is wise to use partners who know the 
local market best." In addition, in the case of immature markets, such as China, Thailand and 
Indonesia, partners with local knowledge of how business is done at that market, would 
therefore be a better solution rather than establishing a WOS.     
   
The environment contributed to great success for Qliktech's success. Factors such as 
technological development, in this case specifically integrated circuits, made Qliktech's 
product much easier to use and implement than those of its competitors. Qliktech began to do 
business with SMEs which were an unexploited target group, and because there was no 
competition this would only fuel the ongoing growth Qliktech was experiencing. However, 
Qliktech have only managed to shape its environment to a certain extent in terms of its 
competitive advantage (product and target group).  
   
The new shareholders invested a lot of money in Qliktech in order to make it grow. The 
strengthened financials made it possible to hire experienced personnel, establish WOS and 
also expand the partnership network. A new organization with its resources was created in 
order to succeed with the internationalization process and fit Qliktech's resources to the 
external opportunities."You have to spend money to earn money!"  
   
As mentioned before, Qliktech did not really have a distinguished expansion strategy from the 
start. Instead it came gradually and the goals began to take shape. In the early 90's, Qliktech 
began as a reactive organization but evolved into a more proactive organization in the years 
2001 - 2002 when the first WOS was established in Germany and the US. During the same 
time the partnership network was increased all over the European market. However, it was not 
until the beginning of 2004 that Qliktech became a full proactive organization. 
With a clear exit strategy, to take Qliktech public on the NASDAQ Stock-exchange, Qliktech 
developed a strategy to make the exit possible. With a clear strategy, and more financial 
resources, Qliktech opened up WOS in The Netherlands, covering the Benelux region, and 
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England. Simultaneously the partnership network was expanded to South Africa and 
Singapore. As a second step, WOS was established in France, Spain and Denmark. 
 
After Qliktech had expanded to most of the countries in Europe and the US, they started to 
look for new opportunities in Asia-Pacific, which was the last region Qliktech had its 
partnership network developed. As Qliktech had established themselves almost everywhere in 
the world, they opened up their latest WOS in Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia. Qliktech 
have, as described above, successively entered markets with greater psychic distance. 
 
By executing on its strategy, Qliktech have now reached their goal to take the company 
public, with the IPO-process just begun and the company will most likely become publicly 
traded on NASDAQ during 2010.  
   
During Qliktech's international expansion, they learnt from their own experience from the 
international marketplace by, for instance, establishing WOS in Germany and US. 
Furthermore, due to strengthened financial resources Qliktech have been able to hire 
experienced personnel from companies such as Seabowl and SAP, which has helped 
Qliktech's growth.   
   
In the case of Qliktech, 55 percent of the turnover comes from its partners, and in addition, 
the growth of the revenue is larger from the partnership base than from the WOS. 
Furthermore, this means that the partners are much more successful and more cost effective in 
terms of selling the product, than the own organization. However, establishing WOS around 
the world was still crucial for Qliktech since they wanted to have a direct relationship with 
their most important customers. The focus for Qlicktech's WOS in most markets, is to help 
local partners and to be in charge of the sales to bigger customers.  
   
When it started coming enquires from the international market, Qliktech formed an 
international division to administrate these enquires. This separate organization started 
recruiting people with international experience, as an example managers from Qliktech's 
competitor Oracle, were recruited as they possessed previous experience in the field of 
partnership network development. The respondent stated that; "recruiting people with 
previous experience is always better than learning by making mistakes."  
   
In the case of Qliktech as a software company, technology risk is very low or even non 
existent. Partners are not necessarily in the business of developing software, most of the 
partners are only selling the software. However, there are exceptions in countries like India 
and China. For those who do copy and cheat, the chances of getting cut off is of course great. 
Therefore, the chance of a partner trying to copy or cheat is greatly reduced.  
   
Recommendation for others to follow when expanding internationally; Qliktech's experience 
has been that indirect sales (partnership) revenue have grown faster than revenue from direct 
sales (WOS). Indirect sales have grown to represent 55 percent of the company's turnover 
with a much lower investment cost. Partnerships do not demand a high resource commitment 
in order to achieve the same result. The respondent stated that "another great advantage of 
going with partnerships is that all business is local." When expanding to another country it is 
always the local people who have the contacts, knows the culture and speaks the language. 
This is one of the reasons why partnerships are much more cost effective than WOS. 
Partnership represent a low resource commitment with low risks, therefore a failure would not 
be fatal, the only loss would be the revenue. Recruiting partners with local knowledge made it 
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easier for Qliktech to sell its product, since it is always easier to sell a new product to existing 
customers than to sell a new product to a new customer. The respondent has stated that, in the 
case of a software business like Qliktech, partnership would give a higher ROI than from 
using a WOS. "You get more bang for the buck." However, using partnership as a mode of 
entry with high ROI is also a function of recruiting the best possible partners.  
   
Therefore, selecting a partner is of great importance. The best kind of partner is perhaps 
partners coming from the competitors, who is frustrated and unhappy with their existing 
partnership. With a better product that Qliktech can offer, than what they currently possess 
supplied by competitors, their sales will most likely go up. In addition to this, if a partner has 
been successful once, the likely hood of them being successful again is high. In Qliktech's 
case, their experience of the most successful partners, is the smaller partners, SME-sized, 
rather than the bigger partners that are MNE-sized. Qliktech's experience indicates that; when 
an MNE takes on a product it will in most cases be a very small part of their entire product 
portfolio. Therefore, they are unlikely to put enough effort into selling the new product, and 
rather sell the existing products they are familiar with. In contrast, when a SME takes on a 
new product they are more likely to start selling their new product because they want their 
business to grow, and also for many smaller partners they have to, because it is more or less 
"do or die."  
   

4.2 Case 2: Prodacapo  
The empirical data was collected from Prodacapo's website and other official material 
collected during an interview with a close working partner with very close and good insight 
to the company. The interview was conducted in Sydney, Australia, 16 May, 2010.  
 
Prodacapo is a Swedish SME software company that sells an activity-based costing 
performance management system. Its product was originally developed from works done at 
Hägglunds Vehicles and ABB in Sweden. The company was founded 1994, in Sweden. 
Today Prodacapo has 22 employees and a turnover of USD 3 Million. In 2008, Prodacapo had 
500 customer references in over 50 countries. The company is today represented via partners 
in Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, The Netherlands covering the Benelux region, 
Singapore, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, UK and USA (prodacapo.se).   
 
Prodacapo started its international expansion in 2000, foremost because the domestic market 
was to small, and that their software program had international potential. In addition to that, 
their international expansion was also made possible because their software product is easy to 
export as for other hard service companies, (such as software companies). Prodacapo uses 
internet as their distribution channel, which is very inexpensive to use. However, Prodacapo 
has in most cases, not actively searched for partners. They have rather, as in the case of their 
partner in Australia, been contacted by potential partners that want to sell their software 
product.  
   
Prodacapo has never encountered any high transactional costs. This since Prodacapo has only 
been selling to partners, whom then have sold Prodacapo's software to the end-users in the 
local market. That means that the partner signs the purchase, and implementation agreement 
with the end-user, and the end-user just has to agree on the EULA which is between 
Prodacapo and the end-user. This means that the costs for contracting is minimal, since the 
EULA is signed through a click-of-a-button.  
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In the case of a market failure, that for instance, leads to high monitoring costs for Prodacapo 
over their partner, the reaction from Prodacapo would, because of its reactive approach 
towards internationalization and lack of adequate resources, most likely not approach a new 
partner. However, Prodacapo are not fully clear on how they would tackle such a problem.   
 
Prodacapo has never entered a market where the competition has lacked, and where no 
substitutes exists. The respondent Per Hintze a close working partner with good insight to 
Prodacapo, has stated that; "the software industry is highly competitive, with many 
substitutes, and a rapid development, meaning that it is very difficult to gain a dominant 
position on a market since the software market changes so fast, with new solutions and/or 
products out on the market in no time at all." This is partly fuelled, and made possible through 
the usage of Internet, making it very easy to deliver and/or export software products. 
Prodacapo is using the Internet as its transport channel when delivering the software to its 
partners.   
 
If Prodacapo would find itself in a situation where the local market is influenced with high 
contractual risks, partnership would be the default entry mode. This because the risk of 
establishing a WOS is too high. Furthermore, Prodacapo finds it better to use partnership, 
since they have knowledge of the local market and know how to conduct business there. In 
addition, it would not be economically beneficial to establish a WOS because the ROI would 
not cover for it.  
 
Instead of looking for external financing, e.g. from investors, to fund a faster international 
expansion and also company growth, Prodacapo has been growing organically since its start 
in 1994. This has slowed the growth rate, and Prodacapo has not increased its partnership 
network. The limited financial resources limit the company's human resources. In addition, 
the limited human resources are seen in the management team, where the partner manager is 
also the managing director of Prodacapo.  
 
Furthermore, this situation was developed because a clear strategy for Prodacapo's 
international expansion was never formed. Prodacapo is owned by institutional investors and 
the founders. As a result of that, Prodacapo did not have a clear strategy, Prodacapo has not 
been proactive, but reactive, with its expansion until about a year ago.   
Prodacapo has not been able to fit its resources to external opportunities because Prodacapo 
lacks resources that would have made it possible. This has made Prodacapo come to a static 
situation where they have not, up until recently, added more partners. However, when 
Prodacapo expanded its international business, around 2000-2002, they expanded to some 
extent, to markets with greater psychic distance, in this case Singapore. This was done around 
the same time the company established a partnership relation with its current partner in 
Australia, to increase Prodacapo's presence in the Asia-Pacific region. Thus, Prodacapo has 
only expanded through partnership, they have a limited experience from direct operations on 
the international marketplace. In the last year, Prodacapo have adapted a new strategy to 
improve its partnership network. As a step in that strategy, Prodacapo established another 
partnership within Europe, and in the beginning of 2010 established a new partnership in 
Canada and USA. However, their new strategy does not include establishment of any WOS, 
at least not in the near future.  
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In the matter of control, Prodacapo has not sought to gain control over its international 
operations, they have left it up to the partners. This is because Prodacapo is not dependent on 
having more control over its international business, than what they receive through 
partnership, to conduct business on the markets they are present. In addition, Prodacapo has 
traded high level of control, for less risk by using partnership. Prodacapo saw it as with 
partnership, they would not risk anything else than loosing revenue, no risk of having to much 
human resources, and/or investments at risk in other markets through WOS, if a decline in 
sales would occur.  
 
Prodacapo has only been using its staff to enter the international marketplace. This is a result 
of limited resources, and also that Prodacapo is not relying on other firm-specific resources to 
be able to sell, and implement its products. It is something their partners easily can handle 
themselves. Furthermore, this is also reflected in the amount of control Prodacapo has strived 
for in its expansion.  
 
Prodacapo has not experienced any technology risk through its partners. The risk of customers 
misusing the licensed product is greater than that a partner would copy Prodacapo's software 
program. In addition, it is a matter of whom is willing to copy the product. If a partner 
misuses the program, or copies it, the partner risks to lose being a partner for that particular 
company and also other principles they might represent. The partner also risks to get a bad 
reputation with its current customers/clients that could harm future business. Furthermore, 
most partners only sell and implement software programs, and very seldom have their own 
software development. Therefore the partners have no interest in copying the software 
program. This is the case for all of Prodacapo's partners, they only sell and implement 
software programs.  
 
Prodacapo has not had any significant investment in partnership, since they have not been out 
actively searching for partners and developing an international office, which could be in 
charge of partner relations. Therefore it is very hard to estimate how big of a ROI Prodacapo 
have had from its partners. However, today the partner sales contribute with approximately 60 
percent of Prodacapo's total revenue, and the rest comes from domestic direct sales in 
Sweden.  
 
Recommendation for others to follow when expanding internationally; start with partnership 
since the risk is much lower and it is also much cheaper than investing in WOS. However, 
when the company have reached a sufficient revenue and cash-flow, start investing in WOS in 
strategically important markets. The WOS could be established to work as a complement to 
the company's partner(s) as a supporting organization but also have direct sales to, for 
instance, larger potential customers. However, this implements that you need financial 
resources, which could be built up organically by increased indirect sales through partners, 
and/or via an investor who invests money into the company to finance the company's growth.  
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5 Data Analysis  
As earlier described, the theories of  internal and external factors and the theory of reactive 
and proactive motives for exporting in combination with the the internationalization theory, 
the eclectic theory, the resource-based theory and the Uppsala internationalization model will 
be tested against the data collected in the interviews to answer  RQ1 - Looking at partnership 
and WOS, what mode of entry does SME software firms prefer when expanding into the 
international marketplace?. In addition to this, the theory of resources in combination with 
control and technology risk, will be tested against the collected data to answer RQ2 - In 
consideration to resource commitment, control and technology risk, what mode of entry is 
preferred by SME software firms?. The data analysis will consist of two analyses, first of a 
within-case analysis, and secondly a cross-case analysis will be presented.   
 

5.1Within-case analysis 1: QlikTech  
When comparing the data collected on Qliktech with the theories presented in the frame of 
reference, we have made the following analysis which is presented below.  
   
RQ 1 - Looking at partnership and WOS, what mode of entry does SME software firms prefer 
when expanding on to the international marketplace? 
Qliktech reacted on external factors that started their expansion internationally. In this case 
they reacted on external factors such as demand-pull. However, Qliktech had internal factors 
that motivated them to increase its international operations. The internal motivation was 
fuelled by their possession of a unique product and special management interests. In order to 
be able to exploit these motivations, and become proactive, they saw the need of gaining 
financial resources. By selling a part of the company, the possibility to execute on their 
proactive expansion plan became a reality. The proactive approached, that was aggressive and 
strategic-oriented, resulted in an increase in partners and also the establishment of WOS in 
strategically important markets.  
   
Environmental factors such as technological development gave Qliktech a competitive 
advantage. Their product became easier to use and implement than from those of its 
competitors. Qliktech saw opportunities in new segments such as SME. SMEs were an 
unexploited target group with a lot of potential which Qliktech wanted to take advantage of. 
Thus, this would fuel the ongoing growth Qliktech was already experiencing. Qliktech's 
proactive approach required a new organization which main purpose was to attend the 
internationalization process, and to fit the external opportunities. This new organization 
required experienced personnel within the area of internationalization in order to be able to 
fully attend the internationalization process.  
   
The eclectic theory suggests that a company should make a FDI and establish a WOS if the 
contractual risk is high. In contradiction to the theory, Qliktech would use a partnership 
instead of a WOS if the contractual risk is high. In addition, Qliktech is not dependent on 
specific immobile factors or any intermediate products in order to succeed with their R&D. 
Since Qliktech's product is downloadable from the Internet the distribution costs are also very 
low.  
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Qliktech has not had any high transactional costs, since they have been using partnerships in 
countries with a high contractual risk. However, Qliktech is using WOS in different markets, 
but only within strategically important markets and not as a result of high transaction costs or 
high contractual risks. Qliktech has not entered any markets with tendencies of failing, 
leading to increased transaction-costs. However, if that would occur on any of the markets 
they have current operations, Qliktech would rely more on partnership than WOS. This is in 
contrast to the theory, which suggests that market failure would lead to FDI.  
 
Gaining a dominant market-share is somewhat hard to achieve in the software industry. The 
industry itself is continuously developing and therefore Qliktech has never seen the advantage 
of grasping greater control of the international market they been operating within.    
   
Looking at the different stages in the Uppsala internationalization model Qliktech started its 
business during the early 90's with a focus on organic growth. It was not until the year of 
2004 that Qliktech started to develop through a combination of new resources in terms of the 
investment made by JVP and Accel, unique product capabilities and the technological 
development. Qliktech moved its headquarters from Sweden to the US as a part of an exit 
strategy, with a goal to be listed on the NASDAQ stock-exchange. WOS was established in 
the Benelux region, England, France and Spain at the same time Qliktech developed its 
partnership network all over Europe. After exploiting Europe, Qliktech turned their focus 
towards countries with greater psychic distance such as South America and the Asia-Pacific 
area. Qliktech is today located on step two and three on the Uppsala ladder, by using 
partnership and WOS simultaneously, using WOS as in most cases as a support mechanism 
for its partners.  
   
RQ 2 - In consideration to resource commitment, control and technology risk, what mode of 
entry is preferred by SME software firms?  
Qliktech has used a mixture of both tangible and intangible assets, intangible assets in form of 
managerial skills and competence from its personnel which was acquired through a recruiting 
session before the internationalization process began. The tangible assets Qliktech used, were 
in form of increased financial resources. These resources were used to establish and support 
Qliktech's WOS and partnership network. Using managerial assets to enforce the WOS which 
in return helps the partnership network increase their sales and prospects.  
   
In the case of Qliktech as a software company the sought for control was relatively low. 
Although Qliktech used WOS alongside its partnerships, the motive for this was more 
supportive than trying to get high or full control over the business and markets, therefore a 
high or full control over Qliktech's operations was not really a high priority. The partnership 
network stands for 55 percent of Qliktech's turnover, meaning that the partnership network is 
much more successful, and cost effective in terms of selling the product in comparison to 
WOS. Although the partnerships stand for 55 percent of Qliktech's turnover establishing 
WOS was still crucial. Qliktech's sought for control was relatively low, however establishing 
and maintaining a relationship with its most important MNE customers was made possible 
through WOS, leaving the SME customers to the partnership network.   
   
The technology risk is perceived as low in the case of Qliktech which is a result of Qliktech's 
high R&D, continuously updating of its product and that Qliktech's partners are in the 
business of selling not developing software themselves. However if copying would be an 
issue it would probably be caused by Qliktech's competitors not from their partners.    
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5.2 Within-case analysis 2: Prodacapo  
When comparing the data collected on Prodacapo with the theories presented in the frame of 
reference, we have made the following analysis which is presented below.  
   
RQ 1 - Looking at partnership and WOS, what mode of entry does SME software firms prefer 
when expanding into the international marketplace?  
Prodacapo reacted to external motivations for export, in this case the domestic market was too 
small and Prodacapo was contacted by potential partners that were willing to distribute their 
products in their local markets. However, Prodacapo did also react on internal motivations, 
since they saw the potential that their product could be sold on the international marketplace 
as well.  
 
Prodacapo adapted a passive and opportunistic approach to their expansion into the 
international marketplace, meaning that they were reactive. Thus, special management 
interest and unutilized production capacity, internal motivations within Prodacapo, they 
reacted to its external motivations. In addition, Prodacapo have been contacted by most of 
their partners rather than actively searched for partners, indicating further on their reactive 
approach. That have lead to the establishment of a partnership network to enter foreign 
markets. However, special management interests have now made Prodacapo adapt a strategy 
to improve its partnership network, and changing the company towards a more proactive 
approach to its expansion.  
 
To keep up its international operations through its partnership network, Prodacapo has not had 
any high transactional-costs. They have not been forced to stringent negotiation and 
supervision of its partners to keep up sales, or monitoring them to make sure that they are not 
misusing Prodacapo's products. In addition, Prodacapo has no additional transaction-specific 
assets that are specialized and unique to a task when it comes to sales, and implementation of 
Prodacapo's software, that their partners cannot deliver. In addition, no tendencies of a market 
failure, that would lead to greater opportunism with a partner, and decreased competition 
within the market, have been encountered by Prodacapo. Their experience is that the software 
industry is constantly developing and competition is constantly increasing. As a result of that, 
Prodacapo have not seen it necessary to integrate and assume greater control over its 
international operations, by establish WOS.  
 
Prodacapo can not identify themselves with what the eclectic theory suggests with ownership-
, local-, and internal- advantages. The data does not fit to the theory in terms of that 
Prodacapo would choose partnership instead of WOS as their mode of entry if a market would 
be characterized by high contractual risks, which, according to the theory would lead to FDI 
and establishment of a WOS. In addition, Prodacapo is not dependent on specific immobile 
factors, or other intermediate products in another country, in order to be able to develop their 
software. Furthermore, this encounters also for the sales, delivery, and implementation of 
their product since sales and implementation is done to a great extent by human-resources 
(mobile-resources) and the delivery is made via the Internet. Finally, Prodacapo has not found 
it more beneficial to establish a WOS, than licensing a local firm to offer the product in the 
foreign market.  
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Prodacapo's products are; easy to implement, easy to learn, easy to use at all levels, powerful, 
affordable, and the customer receives a quick return on investment. This sets Prodacapo's 
products apart from its competitors, in order to enable Prodacapo to achieve above normal-
returns. However, Prodacapo has not been able to completely reach the whole way to achieve 
above normal-returns, thus having a product that is set apart from the competitions. In 
addition, Prodacapo has not been able to help shaping the environment they are operating on. 
That limits a company's success, as in the case of Prodacapo has shown in their slow, or static 
growth during a longer time-period. However, Prodacapo has adapted a strategy that their 
resources can support. Thus, Prodacapo has not fully managed to fit its resources with the 
external opportunities.  
 
When Prodacapo started its business in 1994, the company did not conduct in any export of 
its products. Prodacapo has grown organically since its start, through expanding 
internationally by independent representatives, or partners, firstly Europe, secondly Asia-
Pacific, and finally now in 2010 North America. This expansion is in accordance with the 
Uppsala model, Prodacapo is gradually increasing their international presence. By just having 
experience from partnership on the international marketplace, it limits Prodacapo's knowledge 
from the international marketplace from its own operations on it. What is interesting, and also 
different from what the theory suggests is that Prodacapo entered Singapore, which could be 
classified as a country with greater psychic distance, before entering Canada and USA which 
are more equal to Sweden. Other from that, Prodacapo is following the expansion phase that 
the Uppsala model suggests a company to do.  
 
RQ 2 - In consideration to resource commitment, control and technology risk, what mode of 
entry is preferred by SME software firms? 
Prodacapo has only used managerial skills when expanding internationally. They have only 
relied on the intangible resources, such as managerial skills, and are not relying on other firm-
specific resources to be able to sell, or implement their products on the international 
marketplace. Prodacapo has only been using its human resources to establish new 
partnerships, and to support and educate the partners on Prodacapo's software. Therefore, has 
Prodacapo not been forced to establish WOS to be able to sell, or implement its products, and 
that partnership has been the optimal mode of entry. To further be able to support, and expand 
its partnership network, Prodacapo are now adapting a strategy to improve its partnership 
network. This in order to increase, and assist in their partners sales.  
 
Prodacapo has not seen it a must to have more than shared control through partnership on 
specific international marketplaces. This because their partners can handle everything from 
selling and implementation of Prodacapo's products, to supply customers with instant and 
high quality service. In addition to that, Prodacapo has not seen it beneficial for them to take 
greater control in its international business, since it demands much more resources and also 
increases their risk.  
 
Prodacapo does not see any high technology-risk by using partnership. This, since the 
partners Prodacapo starts a partner relationship with, are only in the business of selling, and 
implementing their principles products and also provide their customers with support and 
service. Prodacapo expresses concerns about that, if anybody would copy their software, it 
would be their competitors that would be interested in copying their software. However, they 
do not see any risk that their software would leak into the hands of their competitors through 
one of their partners.  
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5.3 Cross-case analysis  
In this chapter the two cases and the theories presented in the frame of reference are 
compared to be able to find common- or different patterns in our data. By examining the 
differences between the two cases, probably factors can be found to further explain what 
contributes to a successful international expansion.   
 
RQ 1 - Looking at partnership and WOS, what mode of entry does SME software firms prefer 
when expanding into the international marketplace? 
Both companies started of with no regular export, moved over to exporting through 
partnership. Qliktech's expansion with partners have been greater than Prodacapo's. In 
addition, both companies reacted firstly on external motivations for export. Qliktech moved 
over very early to be proactive in its expansion, but Prodacapo were still reactive to its 
international expansion until about a year ago. In accordance with the theory of reactive and 
proactive motivation for exporting, Qliktech adapted a proactive approach, involving a more 
aggressive and strategically oriented expansion strategy. In addition, Prodacapo adapted a 
reactive approach, involving a more passive and opportunistic expansion strategy. 
 
None of the two companies have chosen WOS as a mode of entry because of high transaction-
costs. In addition, both companies find the software industry to be developing very fast, and 
that competition is always increasing. Furthermore, both companies suggest that they would 
continue to use partnership in a market with, for instance, high contractual risks, because the 
partners know best how to behave, and conduct business in that particular market, and that 
none of the companies finds it financially beneficial to establish a WOS in such a market. 
This in contrast to the theory, claiming that factors that leads to market failure would make a 
company to take control over their operations on that market by establishing a WOS. 
 
In the case of Qliktech, they have been using both partnership and WOS in their biggest, and 
most strategically important markets. This to increase Qliktech's support organization for its 
local partners and also start direct sales to the bigger potential customers. However, not to 
forget that their WOS also have the task to increase the number of partners in that market. 
This is also related to control, where Qliktech has found it important to have greater control 
over its operations on their biggest, and most strategically important markets. This have not 
Prodacapo seen as important, and is only relying on their partners. This could be a result of 
the different adapted approaches towards international expansion, proactive (Qliktech) versus 
reactive (Prodacapo).   
 
Qliktech has been more efficient on combining its internal competences, and resources, to fit 
external opportunities, than Prodacapo. The differences here is the presence of financial 
resources and a clear strategic plan. In the case where a company lacks a clear strategic plan, 
all alternatives are open, and therefore seen as good for the company. The company reacts on 
its external opportunities rather than exploit them to its maximum. Limited resources within a 
company, limits the company's possibility to exploit external opportunities because, either the 
company do not have sufficient financial resources to finance it, or that the company's human-
resources are busy with other tasks. In other words are companies dependent on sufficient 
resources to be able to exploit external opportunities.  
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Both companies have had an increased presence on the international marketplace, and also 
increasingly gains knowledge about the international marketplace. However, the two 
companies have not developed in the same pace. Both companies started with regular export, 
then started with exporting through independent representatives, or partners. Then the two 
cases separates. Prodacapo's increased presence on the international marketplace was 
stagnating for a long period of time, while Qliktech continued its expansion, as the Uppsala 
model suggests, by increasing the number of partners and establishing WOS. However, 
Qliktech is not about to establish any production, or in this case development of software, in a 
foreign market, which is the last step of the Uppsala model.  
 
In the case of Prodacapo, they are lacking own experience from the international marketplace. 
This has thwart their internationalization process, and they have not overcome the problem by 
learning from its operations on the international marketplace. That is something Qliktech has 
accomplished, they had very limited knowledge of the international marketplace from the 
beginning as Prodacapo. However, through their own operations, and presence on the 
international marketplace, they have managed to overcome that impediment, which have 
made Qliktech confident over their international operations. In addition, Qliktech has to a 
greater extent entered markets with greater psychic distance, as a step in their 
internationalization process. Prodacapo has not done that to the same extent, which could be 
explained by their stagnating growth.  
 
RQ 2 - In consideration to resource commitment, control and technology risk, what mode of 
entry is preferred by SME software firms?  
The following table shows a comparison of the two companies. It shows the differences and 
similarities between the companies, regarding company numbers, level of control, resource 
commitment, technology risk and entry mode adapted.  
 
Table 3 Comparison of Qliktech and Prodacapo.  
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Both Qliktech and Prodacapo have been using partnership when they want to minimize their 
resource commitment. The companies are committing human-, and financial-resources in 
their international operations. However, the ability to allocate resources to its 
internationalization process, is highly correlated to the amount of resources the company 
possesses. In addition to that, in the case of Qliktech, they choose to have higher resource 
commitment in strategically important markets.  
 
When it comes to control over international operations, Qliktech has higher levels of control 
on their strategically important markets. However, they do not take complete control over the 
operations on that market, but shares control over markets with its partners on it. Their usage 
of WOS is not primarily to gain control over the business in a particular market, but increase 
its presence, to be able to support their partners. However, most of their WOS have their own 
sales departments, but they work towards bigger potential customers and together with the 
partners. Prodacapo on the other hand, do not demand more control than what they receive 
through their partners.  
 
None of the companies express any concerns about that partnership involves high 
technological risk. The reason for that is twofold, firstly are their partners not in the business 
of software development, and secondly their products short product-life-cycle. The theory of 
technology risk suggests that the risk is high with partnership. However, it does not counter 
for when a company have a short product-life-cycle on its products, as in the case for Qliktech 
and Prodacapo.  
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6 Findings and conclusions  
In this chapter the two research questions presented in chapter one will be answered in order 
to fulfill the research purpose. This chapter will also present the findings and conclusions 
from the study. Implication for theory, implication for practitioners and further research will 
also be presented in this chapter.  
 

 6.1 RQ1 - Looking at partnership and WOS, what mode of entry does SME 
software firms prefer when expanding into the international marketplace? 

As stated in the frame of reference, we included six theories to be able to answer RQ1. 
However, our findings indicates that the internationalization theory and the eclectic theory are 
not applyable on the software industry. The internationalization theory, suggests that market 
failure will lead to FDI (WOS). The eclectic theory, suggests that a high contractual risk lead 
to FDI. Both these suggestions do not match the data collected, which clearly states that 
partnership would be the solution for market failure and that a high contractual risk would 
result in the establishing of partnerships not WOS. The other four theories were on the other 
hand able to assist in the search for an answer regarding which mode of entry to choose from.  
   
As stated before, this study aims to investigate two different entry modes. According to 
previous studies, partnership and WOS are the two most common modes of entry used by for 
SME software firms. This corresponds to the findings of the study. Other studies show 
that the technology industry have partnership as a default mode of entry, which include 
software firms. This is also supported in this study, as both companies clearly states that the 
preferred mode of entry is by partners. However, this is not the only mode of entry adapted, as 
one of the companies use both partners and WOS.  
 
According to the theory of reactive and proactive motives for exporting, a company starts by 
adapting organic growth as a result of a reactive approach towards internationalization. With 
increased financial resources and a clear expansion strategy the company can, and most likely 
will, become proactive in its strategy towards internationalization. This is also supported 
through the findings of this study, as a proactive approach to international expansion, leads to 
a more successful expansion of a company. In addition, the study shows that a company that 
adapt a proactive approach to its expansion is more aggressive and strategically oriented, than 
the reactive company that are more passive and opportunistic. Furthermore, it shows that the 
proactive company takes control over its expansion in comparison to the reactive.  
   
According to the internal and external theory, firms engaging in international trade can be 
influenced, or motivated, by both internal and external forces, forces that motivates, and also 
sometimes force companies to go international. This corresponds to the findings of this study. 
The companies reacted to both internal and external factors such as possessing a unique 
product, which is seen as an internal factor, and both were subjected to demand-pull, which is 
an external factor.  
 
According to the resources-based theory, the company is seen as the carrier of the source of 
competitive advantage, and not the industry. That means the competitive advantage is found 
in a firms resources, or that are available to the firm, such as assets and capabilities. This is 
supported by the study. Although one of the companies managed to conduct their internal 
competences and resources to fit its external opportunities more efficiently than the other 
firm. Due to limited financial resource one of the companies were not able to proceed with 
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exploiting its external opportunities. However, both of the companies have adapted a entry 
mode strategy that their resources can support.  
  
According to the Uppsala internationalization model, the model describes a company's 
internationalization process to follow a four step ladder, In addition, the theory 
describes/expect companies to enter markets with successively greater psychic distances. This 
conform with the findings of this study. Both companies began with organic growth, and with 
no regular export, and thereafter, started exporting through independent representatives such 
as partners. However, one company continued its expansion by establishing WOS, and was 
also entering markets with successively greater psychic distances, as its financial resources 
increased.  
   
To summarize the comparison between the data gathered from this study of SME software 
firms, against the theories of which entry mode to choose from, mentioned in the frame of 
reference we have come to the following conclusion.  
  
* As most SMEs start with organic growth because of limited financial resources, its better to 
start with partnership. Our data also show that the partners stand for a bigger part of the 
turnover in both cases, therefore we do not find that WOS are a necessity to keep on growing, 
unless the company want to establish a closer relationships with its customers in strategically 
important markets. Therefore we draw the conclusion that SME software firms should use 
partnership as a default mode of entry when expanding on to the international marketplace. 
   

 6.2 RQ2 - In consideration to resource commitment, control and technology 
risk, what mode of entry is preferred by SME software firms?  

Companies that want to have a low resource commitment in a market will have to choose 
partnership as their mode of entry, in accordance with the resource theory. This correspond 
with the findings of this study, as our data from both cases suggest that no company need to 
have a high resource commitment as long as the sought for control is low. In addition, 
companies try to have as low resource commitment as possible. Both cases have been using 
partnership in order to minimize their resource commitment. One of the companies of this 
study choose to have a higher resource commitment in strategically important markets, as this 
would contribute to higher level of support to its key customers and partners.  
   
Companies that have a low desire of control will choose partnership, while companies with a 
high desire of control will have to choose WOS as their mode of entry, in accordance with the 
control theory. This is supported by the findings of our study, as our data from both cases 
suggest that companies with a low desire of control will have a low resource commitment, 
and companies with a high desire of  control will have a high resource commitment. One of 
the companies choose to have a higher level of control in strategically important markets. 
However, they do not intend to take complete control over the operations on that market, 
instead they share the control with their partners in that market. Most of these WOSs have 
their own sales department, but they are more focused on building up and maintaining a close 
relationship towards its most important customers.  
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The theory of technology risk suggest that companies with high R&D and low product life 
cycle will have a low level of technology risk when using either partnership or WOS. This is 
supported by the findings of this study, as both companies express no concern regarding 
technology risk, since they have a high level of R&D with a low product life cycle and their 
partners are not in the business of developing software.  
   
To summarize the comparison between the data gathered from this study of SME software 
firms, against the theories of which entry mode to choose from in consideration to resource 
commitment, control and technology risk mentioned in the frame of reference we have come 
to the following conclusion.  
   
* Partnership do not give the company a high level of control but as our findings of this study 
have shown, companies within the technology industry is not in need of control because of 
their high R&D and low product life cycle. As control is not needed the resource commitment 
will not have to be high, therefore the need of a WOS is low. However, one of the companies 
choose to use WOS to increase their presence on strategically important markets and this to 
support and maintaining a close relationship with both its partners and key customers. 
Therefore, we draw the conclusion that, due to limited resource, low desire for control and 
low technology risk regardless of partnership or WOS, SME software firms should always 
choose partnerships as a default mode of entry.  
   

6.3 Implications for Theory  
The purpose of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of which entry mode(s) SME 
software firms preferred to use when going into the international marketplace, but also how 
resources, control and technology risk would play a part of the decision of entry mode(s). 
Two research questions was presented to be able to investigate this. The study has been 
fulfilled by a literature review which resulted in the frame of reference and the gathering of 
data. By comparing the theories with the collected data, we have found both support and 
inconsistency with the theories. The conclusion is therefore that there is a need for additional 
research on the usability of these theories on the SME software firms.  

 
6.4 Implication for Practitioners    

This study has provided a better understanding of what mode of entry a SME software firm 
prefer to use when expanding into the international marketplace. The findings suggests that, 
due to the limited resources and low sought for control, SME software firm should use 
partnership as a default mode of entry. The findings also suggest that the majority of the 
companies turnover will be provided by the partners. Therefore the companies should only 
establish WOS on strategically important markets where a relationship with important 
customers are needed and to be able to support their partners. However, in order to expand 
into the international marketplace, the company need to have a clear strategy for its 
international expansion and a proactive approach towards expansion. In addition, two very 
important factors for a successful internationalization process is important to address; 
adequate financial resources and managerial skills. Therefore, it is advisable to come up with 
a strategy of how to obtain these assets if the company does not already possess them.  
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6.5 Implications for Further Research    
Based on the findings of this study we have found that there is a need for further research in 
the area of SME software firms with regards to the ROI on partnerships. Both cases 
demonstrate that the ROI are higher with partnership than from using WOS as the majority of 
the turnover is provided by the partners. It would also be of interest to see how, finding the 
best possible partners would affect the revenue in SME software firms, since finding the best 
possible partner may result in a low market failure. There is also a need for further research in 
the area of how Internet affect the globalization and how this would provide new 
opportunities for companies within the technology industry. It could also be interesting to do 
the same study on other industries within the technology industry, to see the similarities and 
differences between them and software firms. Other businesses within the technology industry 
might consider other factors influencing them to expand into the international marketplace. 
Therefore, in order to increase the external validity, factors such as the need for human 
resources and need for local presence can be examined.  
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APPENDIX 1  
 
Interview guide in English  
   
Background information  
- Name and title of the respondent?  
- What is the name of the company?  
- How long have you been working for company X?  
- What is the company's core competence?  
- When was company X founded?  
- How many employees does company X have?  
- What is the turnover for company X?  
- What mode(s) of entry did company X used when expanding?  
   
   
- What factors (internal/external) made company X go out on the international marketplace? 
- How detailed strategy did company X use when entering the international marketplace? 
- Biggest influencer for expanding internationally?  
 
- How have high costs associated with negotiation, monitoring and enforcing a contract in 
different markets effected Company X's choice of entry mode? (.. lead to establishment of 
WOS?) (Internationalization Theory)  
- How have market conditions that leads to market failure (e.g. low competition), affected your 
choice of entry mode? (Internationalization Theory)  
 
- Did you at Company X have any competitive or monopolistic advantage over your competitors 
which made you enter a specific market? Example? What and how? (Ownership advantage) 
- Did you find market potential and country risks making it profitable to conduct business in a 
particular market? (local advantage; economically beneficial, or by other perceived benefits from 
doing so...)   
- Have you found in any market the contractual risks to be too high, and therefore chosen to take 
control over the foreign affiliate through FDI? (Acquiring a partner, because it is more 
beneficial?) (Internationalization advantage)  
  
- How much does the environment your company has been operating in affected your success? 
(The resource-based theory)  
- How much have your company been able to help shaping the environment it is operating 
within? (The resource-based theory)  
- How well has the company's resources been shaped to fit external opportunities? (The resource-
based theory)   
 
 
 
 
 



II 

- Ladder increased involvement in the internationalization process... (The Uppsala Model) 
- Did you at company X successively enter markets with greater psychic distances? (Starting with 
Europe expanding to e.g. China). (The Uppsala Model)  
- Did your company learn about the international market from your operations on it? (The 
Uppsala Model)  
 
- How much control did company X sought after when entering the international marketplace? 
(Blomstermo et al, 2006)  
- What kind of "firm specific resources" did company X use when expanding on to the 
international marketplace? (Osland et al, 2001)  
- How do company X protect itself from the technological risk that comes with partnership? 
(Osland et al, 2001)  
- With your expertise and knowledge, what mode of entry do you recommend other SME 
software firms to use when expanding on to the international marketplace?  
- What mode of entry has brought company X the best ROI?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


